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BRITAIN TRYING
TO PLACATE

ULSTER
IRISH UNIONISTS THAT
TROOPS WERE SENT ONLY

INFORMS

AS PRECAUTION

an exhaustive debate on the subject
by 'agreeing to a motion for the adjournment of the house immediately
after the secretary for war had spoken, in order to discuss the Irish situation. The leader of the opposition
declared that the government's pro;
cedure was a most amazing instance
of paltering with the house of com
mons. The danger of the British
army being destroyed before the coun
try's eyes had, he said, wime on the
government like a belt from, the blue.
He had, he declared, received proof
from other quarters apart from the
cavalry regiments that resignations
of officers had occurred.
Mr. Law then read a letter stating
that officers who? would not fight
against the Ulstermet worild be dismissed from the service. The action
of the government in moving troops,
Mr. Law declared, was foolish aB there
was no new situation in Ulster or
any threatened outbreak.
The opposition read a letter in
which General Sir Arthur Paget had
stated to the commanding officers of
the regiments that active operations
were to begin against Ulster and that
it was expected the country would be
The Irish
In a blaze by Saturday.
commander-in-chie- f
wrote that he was
in close communication with the war
office and had received instructions
Mr. Law assertfrom headquarters.
'

TO

PEOTECTTilE AESENALS
OF ARMY OFFICERS ARE INVESTIGATED
BY WAR OFFICE

RESIGNATIONS

CARSON 'SAYS "WE'LL FIGHT"
DECLARES NORTH IRELAND WILL
NOT SUBMIT TO RULE
FROM DUBLIN
March

London,

23.

"Misunder-

standing" was the keynote of Premier
Asqulth's explanation today of the
crisis brought about by the resignations of army officers when their regiments were ordered to prepare; to proceed to Ulster. Speaking in the liouse
of commons, the prime minister made
it clear, however, that officers and men
in the British army refusing to obey
orders in connection with the opposition of Ulster to the introduction of
Jiome rule for Ireland were liable to
dismissal.
t Details of the revolt of the army
j
nr....ijora Dpn . nT Hupn,. ...
in TTIihthij anJ
been awaited with strained expectation by the whole country. Only brief
statements were forthcoming from the
secretary of war and th0 premier, and
the gist of these was that the whole
affair was due to 'misunderstanding."
and that all the officers had now re- ' '
turned to their duty.
As far as the minister s statements
earn be interpreted, the "misunderstanding" arose through General Sir
Arthur Paget placing a wrong construction upon the order given him by
the war office and telling his subordinates they were to be employed in
quelling an uprising in Ulster.
The number of officers who resigned their commands, the extent of the
disaffection., in the army, and other
details were not disclosed. Colonel
Zeeley was derisively jeered during
his explanation.
Andrew Bonar Law, leader of the
opposition, had stated that "nothing
can save the ary now except a declaration that officers will not be compelled to engage In civil war agains-thei- r
wish." When he said that officers, fusing to serve against Ulster wer; only doing their duty, the laabout
bor member shouted "How
strikes?"
The whole affair is generally accepted as demonstrating that the army
cannot he counted upon to fight Sir
Edward Carson's volunteers if such
a contingency should arise. Opposition politicians declare that this
means the collapse of the home rule
project and express their belief that
the government may soon relinquish
office by its own, choice.
Calm was created In the British
Isles today by the reassuring statement given out toy Premier Asquith to
the effect that the troop movement In
Ulster had been ordered only as a
precautionary measure for the protection of government property1.
The inference is generally drawn
from the premier's remarks that the
government's intentions toward army
officers who did not desire to serve
I against the Orangemen, had been misinterpreted.
The Interest in the disaffection in
the army arissing out of the newest
was
phase of the home rule situation
commons
of
house
in
the
displayed
today when the house was crowded
to listen to a statement from Colonel
Zeeley, secretary pf state for war.
The communication made by Zeeley
was very brief and utterly vagiue. The
gist cf it was that some officers had
informed General Sir Arthur Paget
commander-in-chie- f
in Ireland, that
in certain eventnot
serve
could
they
ualities. There was, ha said, a misunderstanding and these officers had
been ordered to rejoin their regiments..
The movement of troops, he concluded, was solely in order to protect the
stores of government arms and ammunition.
Both Premier
and Andrew
Ponar Low, lender of the on :,il;on.
reeo;:ni;i-- d t&e"wlie::ireni fwxffty of
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PASSES THROUGH

DEAD
KNIFE
22. Word comes
Fe, Man-from Deming tnii Juan Bustamente
who was stabbel with, aknif in a
row
at Barei&yviJe, Grant county, has
PLACE
died at the Deming hospital of his

THE

;

MOUNTAINS

ARTILLERY
IN

IS

IN

Santa

injuries. Porfiiio Ramirez, accused
MANY PLACES IT IS MASKED of
inflicting the knife wounds has fled
BY EARTHWORKS AND WILL
to Arizona.
BE EFFECTIVE ....
FORTUNE

Late this
Grand Junction, Colo., March 23.
afternoon reports filtering in from William Sawyer, wio died here reVilla's headquarters before . Torreon cently, left his entire estate of $20,000
indicated that the attack upon the to the socialist party upon the death
city would be begun soon. It is be- of his sister. In the will filed today
ed:
lieved Villa will move against tho small bequestB were made to every
"It will he difficult for the prime
tomorrow at an, early hour, socialist newspaper and the residue
city
minister to convince the house that
the strict censorship at the to the national executive committee
though
with or without his knowledge some TTont makes all
reports unreliable.
of the party.
of his colleagues did not make these
movements of troops as part of a conCity Well Fortified
certed plan to provoke or intimidate
"
i
Vermejillo, Durango, Mexico, March
,
;;V
Ulster."
23. Officers from the extreme front , j
TODAY IN CONGRESS
returned today after viewing some of
!
Are Belligerent
Unionists
J
'
the federal fortifications through powBelfast, Ireland, March 23. The
erful field glasses. They reported
Washington, March s'i. Senate:
capital of Ulster, in which are the
the defense was elaborate and Met at noon.
that
govof
the
provisional
headquarters
Lobby committee postponed further
ernment of the; province, is today laid out according to the latest apso that troops may hearings until tomorrow.
methods
proved
excited
the
least
outwardly
perhaps
benator Gronna' introduced a bill
No more move from trench to trench without
in the United Kingdom.
create a bureau of farm loans in
to
themselves.
exposing
none
troops have arrived here, and
Fresh
whose
appearance
earth,
treasury department.
are expected. The residents look to
seemed to be artificial, was underSenator Sutherland introduced an
London and tho Curraugh camp for
to the radium Dill to perto
of
stood
the
amendment
mark
lurking places
their news.
of the mit the governmeiii io control the ex
the
Some
big
guns.
enemy's
The statement issued by Premier
barbed wire entaglements were vis portation of ores.
Asquith last night declaring that the
air-.- '.
a resolution to
Senator La- Foi
ni6venienfs of troops were of a pure- ible through the clear; ratified
to
into
interstate com
continued
this
of
the
the
record
have
Troops
pour
not
has
ly precautionary character
of
from
merce
commission's
Practic
the
north
investigation
today.
city
weakened the determination of the
all the supplies from Yermo now increased freight rates published for
ally
all
to
for
be prepared
unionists
public information was passed.
eventualities. When Sir Edward Car- are here.
Senator Thornton denounced reso
son, the leader of the Ulstermen, read
No News in Juarez
lutions adopted at a New Orleans St.
it today he remarked:
23. No Patrick's day celebration which atJuarez, Mexico, Ma'rch,
"The statement simply represents
tacked him for his support of the
tonews
from
was
the
received
front
minister
has
the position the prime
tolls exemption repeal.
Panama
General
Chao, military govbeen driven to take. The government day and
Met at nooJu '
House:
exof
of
ernor
the
state
Chihuahua,
has put itself in a ludicrous position,
continued
on the rivers and
Debate
but its action makes no difference to pressed the belief that the constitubill.
harbors
were"
tionalists
still
securing
busy
us. We are proceeding steadily with
John Mitchell testified about con
our preparations and organization. themselves in the new advanved posi
In the Michigan copper strike
ditions
tions
taken
and
last
Saturday.
Friday
We are not in the least affected by
before the mines committee.
inves-gatiodistrict
a
made
General
Chao
or
thorough
do
anything the government may
District
of Columbia legislation was
on
an
tho
of
attack
that
story
pretend to do. We shall keep steadset
aside
for the day.
a
shoe
Lerdo,
city
manufacturing
big
is
which
ily in view our main object,
submitted an
Secretary Garrison
to prevent ourselves being put by in the environs of Torreon, was be
a deficiency
for
estimate
of
$3,610,104
Villa.
At
last
General
by
gun
night
force under a government we detest."
noon he stated that the story was appropriation for the army
President Wilson's alluston to a filiwithout basis
buster on the, river and harbors bill
to delay a vote on the Panama tolls
YOUNG RODDER
No Definite Proposals'
repeal was followed by a
exemption
23.
Information
March
Washington,
consideration
hurried
pf the river bill
thus far received by President WMlson
HOLDS UP BANK indicates that the parleys at Vera and delay other business.
IJiid and Senor
L
j:' Cruz, between John.Huefla's1
minister
Portillp y Rojas,
GETS AWAY WITH $500 AFTER for foreign affairs, iiavei not reached
the stage of formal negotiation or deSHOOTING ANTOONA, PA.,
finite proposals. The president told
CASHIER
jailers today that nothing of impro
UEGULM1 TRAP
Altoona, Pa March 23. A robber tance had developed. Incidentally, the
today shot the cashier of the Union ipresident denied that Charge C
bantf'bf this city, wounded a deposi- Shaughnessy would resign ' unless it
JURY REPORTS UPON
tor and got away in an automobile were on account of ill health, and he CORONER'S
ATHLETIC CLUB
MISSOURI
with about $600 of the bank's money. hoped that would not be necessary.
FIRE
focwas
official
a
in
was
man,
who
Interest
circles,
young
The thief,
drove to the bank In an automobile, used entirely on the battle at Tor- '
St. Louis, March 23. The coroner's
pointed a revolver at Mr. Burton the reon. Administration officials do not
investigated the death of
teller, and vaulted over the. iron expect the peace parleys of negotia- jury that,
30 .persons in the Missouri Athletic
official.
until
after
the
tions will crystallize
screen into the cage with the
club fire two weeks ago could not fix
The cashier turned toward the robber battle.
tho blame for tho disaster, it reportcommandand was shot In the stomach.
Brigadier General Bliss,
cannot
The robber gathered into a satchel ing the border forces, reported today ed today. The responsibility
because
the
jury
reported,
be
placed,
all loose bills he found on the coun- that in expectation of a battle below
ters. While so engaged, a Mr. Black-bury- , Guerrero, Mexico, opposite Zapata, the city ordinances do not provide
used
a depositor, entered the bank Tex., a detachment of Troop L, Four- for the regulation of buildings
recomand as he was closing tlie front door teenth cavalry, had been dispatched for club purposes. Tho jury
the robber shot hipi through the thigh. from Fort Mcintosh, to Zapata. Ad- mended that satisfactory 'building
The thief walked into the street miral Fletcher reported conditions in laws be passed.
"Whether the fire started from a
and fired in every direction, chasing Vera Cruz and Tampico unchanged.
incigarette thrown among tho draper::
everybody to cover. Jumping into
Secretary Bryan said he had no
the automobile he dashed off and formation of the nature, of the confer- of the dining room, or from defective
deBwtoa was taken to a hos- ences in which Mr. Q'Shaughnwisy electric wiring, the jury could not
escaped.
the
that
Tho
reported
termine.
jury
his
Cruz.
home.
to
in
The
Vera
Blackburn
and
had
pital
participated
teller estimated the loss at $000.
following conditions prevailed at the
FMibu'-te- i
a Arres's.
building:
The fir escapes were, inadequate-di U h
FRIDAY GETS DAMAGES
Laredo, Tex, T1un 21
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23.
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t'lIO WILL

Buffalo, N. Y., March 23. In a clash
between strikers from the Gkmhi
Coupler works at Depew and strikebreakers today one man was probably
fatally shot and several others seriously injured by being struck toy
bricks and stones. The strikers heM
up the train, which was carrying 8 of1...miin in fll nlanl fWirv,
felling a tree across the tracks. The-traireturned to Buffalo.'
Officials of the Gould plant havt
asked for militia to protect them in
their efforts to operate the factory.
Today's attack took place at a point
about ' half a mile from the shops.
The train consisted of 11 Lackawanna,
passenger coaches. Several of these
are said to have been practical!;

PAY THESE

".Mother"' Jones is
again a military prisoner in the strike
SOLDIERS' EOAOD?
zone.
The aged strike leader was
taken from a southbound Colorado &
Southern train here at 5:30 o'clock
IF HUERTA MEN ARE RELEASED
this morning by Captain H. C. Nick-FROM THE PRISON CAMP
efSon, acting under orders of AdjuNEAR EL PASO

-

tant General John Chase, and lodged

in the hospital ward of the county
jail. "Mother" Jones left Denver last

night after purchasing a ticket for
Trinidad. She is being held incommunicado.

Captain Nickerson left Trinidad last
night under orders to arrest "Mother"
Jones at Walsenburg, when the announcements was made last night
that she was leaving for Trinidad.
The militia officer boarded the train
at Pueblo and as the rain neared
Walsenburg ordered "Mother" Jones
to leave the train with him at that
point.
"I protest against such treatment,"
declared the strike leader, "hut 1 am
not-

Furwtswd."

-

-

-

...

-

"I am acting under orders," replied
the officer.
"Well, 1 11 get off," she retorted.
John Brown, an organizer of the
United Mine Workers of America and
known as "Mother" Jones'
who accompanied the aged strike leader from Denver, also left the train,
fci t was not
placed under arrest.
When "Mothf"-- 'Jones alighted from
the train in custody of Captain Nickerson, Lieutenant Howorth approached
and said, "will you take my arm mad-- 9
me?"
"No 1 wont," retorted the prisoner,
"you take my suit case."
"Mother" Jones protested vigorous-l- j
when she learned she was being
taken to prison.
"This is. an outrage," she declared.
"I didn't think they'd dare do this."
John Lawson, John McLennan, John
Brown and Paul Pauson. the latter in
charge of the strike situation in Huerfano county, held a long conference
during the morning at the Oxford hotel,, Permission was secured from
t0 BnM,Jr tne
(QtJi4'
piisoner with 'food or clothing which
she might desire.
" 'Mother' Jones is being field in a
filthy underground cell," declared
John Brown, "heretofore used Hfor
,
holding criminals."
body-guar-

"

-

Yktiur

Will Try Habeas Corpus

Pecos, Tex., March 23. Judge Ed
ward W. Meek of the United States
district court for northern Texas, to
day opened the habeas corpus Is oar
ing here for the release of 6,000 Mexican federal prisoners held at Fort
Bliss, Texas, by the United States
military. The judge granted the writ
last week at Dallas and set this place
for the hearing today.
The contention of the prisoners is
that the United States has no right
to hold them under any international
agreement or law. Under the Hague
treaty, they assert, a country has a
right to hold military men .fleeing
from another country if they, are en
gaged in an international war,- tut
they assert that where the troops are
only engaged in an interior strife to
put down a rebellion at home, there
is no warrant for holding them. The
constituted
the former
prisoners
iiuerta garrison at Ojinaga, Mexico,
and fled to Texas, after a week's battle against Villa's rebels. They were
made prisoners
by United States
troops and interned at Fort Bliss to
await the close of the war in Mexico.
Provisional President Iiuerta of
Mexico refused to pay for their subsistence as the first step of hifi charge
that they are illegally held. He followed it by engaging American attorneys to bring the habeas corpus pro
ceedings. A similar case was brought
in favor of Huerta troops who fled
from Naco, Sonora, and are now interned at Fort Pvosccrans, Cal. "The
federal judge, in California decided
against the prisoners, and the case is
on appeal. The United States supreme
court will have to decide one of the
'
cases.
j
cone1?
wre
by noon
Arguments
and Judge Meek took tue case under
advisement, saying that he would render a decision later. Attorneys for
the prisoners argued that the fourth,
fifth and sixth amendments to the
United
States constitution extend
guarantees to the prisoners.
Another Bunch Comes Over w
Deil Rio, Tex., March
constitutionalist soldiers of the
garrison of Las Vacas, Mexico, opposite Del Rio Texas, escaped when attacked by federal troops yesterday and
surrendered to tho American border
patrol. This was the garrison reported annihilated in yesterday's Eagle
Pass dispatches.

d

wrecked.

The fight was endeq by the running:
this city. Tlx
strike sympathizers used bricks, revolvers, stones, clubs and a few rif'es.
according to the story told by the mea
on the train.
The strike has been in effort about
three months and nrcee over tho
of open shop. The eompmy pafl
wages said to be eejoa! to, and m
some cases higher, tnan those required in the union sccle. About l,S-0- '
men are Involved.
of the train back to

NOTED VISITOR HEBE
Fe, N. M., March 23. Prof
Abel Lefrano, of the College
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France, Paris, one of the world's great
scientists, was a visitor of the School
of American Archaeology and Museum of New Mexico yesterday a a
was also T. A. Robinson of Hulabanv
Mexico.
Professor
po, Sonora,
left on the afternoon train for
Albuquerque' and the Pacific coast

ii

Denver, Mirch S3. "I shall make
application to the Colorado Supreme
court for a writ of habeas corpus for
the release of "Mothar" Jenes, said
Horace NY Hawkins, attorney for the
strike leader, when in(Sf year-olformed today that she had been arrested by the military authorities at
Walsenburg.
Mr. Hawkins added that tho supreme court would he asked to take
original jurisdiction. A former applircation for original jurisdiction in the
is
Jones case was denied.
"In that case, however," explained
Mr. Hawkins, "the court ruled that
the district court should be given an REV. MR. CAMERON C H A r C r 3
WITH STEALING AND P.'' opportunity to pass upon, the question
ING BAD CHECKS
first. Since then e, have taken the
cite to the di u it utt of I is n
"
tnd mil utii r
hero tfie writ was demas court-- ,
'
t
r
takot
n
nn
It
on
were
the point
We
nied,
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PEACE

HER FREEDOM

Walsenburg, Colo., March

i
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FOR

a week's freedom
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MISS ABBOTT

DENVER

ii
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LEAVES

TO SOCIALISTS

El Paso, Tex., March 23.

:

ILL LuiXU Luwt

m ITS EFFORTS TO I'.T.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 23, Tomor- FAILS
'
MEN TO OPERATE
PORT
COAL FIELDS AFTER HER
row evening, tho domestic science
FACTORY
ITS
of
class
the Santa Fe high school will
RECENT RELEASE
serve a dinner in bonor of Miss Frances Abbott, who is to be married to
ILL APPLY
FC3 A WEIT Douglas Walker in the near future. LiLHiA,
The dinner will be in the nature of a
farewell by the teachers to Miss Ab STATE AUTHORITIES MAY SENO
HABEAS CORPUS PROCEDURE
bott who has taught In the Santa Fe
TROOPERS TQ RESTORE
WILL BE INSTITUTED TO SEschools for some years.
AND ORDER

WOMAN

BARBED WIRE STOCKADES GUARD

FTS

-

,

(

HOLE

Leavenworth, Kan., March 23.
A 1 Oj
Adams
Lloyd Bltzberger and Bert
were arrested at Atchison, 20 miles
away, after they had escaped from
I
the United States military prison today. It was their second escape within a week.
They were arrested In
Omaha only last Saturday and return- ONE MAN IS FATALLY INJURttV
ed here, having escaped a few days
IN A RIOT NEAR DEPEW,
ago. Today they crawled 200 yards
N. Y., TODAY
through a sewer after sawing their
way from the "solitary."
.'
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...

DIFFI--
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TWO BAD MEN

Receiver

s

Therefore we will ask the supreme
court to take original jurisdiction."
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RACK TO

border patrol
the two remain-i-pMtjnent having

on

March 23. Published
the rohels began an at- and Lerdo, im- tack on Gomez I

TORREON

here during the past
few day a.

CITY EDITION.

HAS portant. suburbs I T.rreon, yesterday STRIKE AGITATOR IS ARRESTED
e
were without of.' lal confirmation
.
BY MILITIA AT WALS
MADE THAT PLACE
'
or 'in. Juarez.
eiUie;
today,
ly
CULT TO TAKE
COLO.
The last word revived at 1 a. m.
closoffice
today when tho telegraph,
;
LINES OF
ENTRENCHMENTS ed, was that the had been no fight- OH THE WAY TO TEINIDAD
GARRISON
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Du Bevoise Brassieres

THIS

in a great variety
of patterns. Some

SPUING

BE STORED

are
AND OTHER STATE SUPERINTENDENT WILL
DR. E. L. HEWETT
MAKE EXTENSIVE VISITS
SANTA FEANS ARE ENGAGTO SCHOOLS
ED IN THE WORK

Santa Fe, March 23. A strenuous
Santa Fe, March 23. Dr. Edgar L.
of
of school visitations was
School
the
of
program
Hewett, director
American Archaeology, brings news mapped out today by Superintendent
from Quirigua, northern Guatemala, of Public Instruction Alvan N. White.
of important archaeological finds by "Before the year is closed, some of.tbVfcspedition sent by the school at ficer of the state department of eduSanta Fe into the tropical jungle to cation will have visited every county
pursue further the work it undertook in the state," said Mr. White. He
several years ago in restoring to the himself will resume visitations which
world the city of Quirigua, one of the have already covered Curry and Berfinest of the prehistoric Maya culture nalillo, Grant and Luna counties, on
centers. Among these finds is a stel-l- a next Wednesday when he goes to
with Inscriptions. A temple has Espanola ia Rio Arriba county. On
also been excavated and new sculp- March 28 he leaves for Belen and
tures of remarkable character have will visit Valencia county schools up
been found. Dr. Ilewett also picked to March 30, especially districts where
up in Guatemala several rare books it la proposed to swap the old adobe
dating back almost 350 years and school houses and inadequate sites
which bibliophiles regard as almost for more spacious grounds on which
priceless. These will be exhibited In modern school houses will be erected
the Palace of the Governors and form in summer. From Valencia county
an invaluable addition to the school Mr. White goes to Melrose, from
where he will make a tour of Chaves
and museum, libraries.
Because of the comprehensive san- and Eddy counties, returning to Rooseitary arrangements the expedition is velt county in time to attend the
reported in good health and working meeting of teachers at Elida on April
Jiard against time, for when the tro- 10. From there he will proceed to
pical rains set in all work must stop. attend the educational rallies, the
Earl Morris of San Juan county is in first in the state, for which Mrs.
charge of the temple excavation and Gumm, the county superintendent, is
Tula-ros- a
during the absence of Dr. Hewett, Is preparing. He will then visit
Miss Ruth
and other Otero county schools
In charge of the camp.
Laughlin, a student of the school, is and In the last week of April the Dona
not only perfecting herseif in Mayan Ana county schools. On May 1 he will
archaeology but is also gathering tro- make the 'commencement address at
pical color for a number of articles Roy, Mora county.
Assistant Superintendent Filadelfo
and stories which will deal with the
Maya civilization and Central Ameri- Baca, who returned this evening from
ca. Carlos Vlerra is making sketches a visitation of the Torrance county
for the great canvasses of the Maya schools in company with County Suworld which will adorn the California perintendent C. L. Burt and who has
building at the San Diego exposition already visited the Guadalupe county
and is taking notes for the sculptur-ess-, and Sandoval county Bchools, the latMrs. J. Beman Smith, who is at ter also being visited by Miss Manette
work on the friezes that will form Myers, supervisor of industrial edupart of the California building deco cation in New Mexico, is to visit the
rations. Wesley Bradfield of Santa schools of Taos and Rio Arriba counFe and Neill Uudd of the National ties in the near future. He aas al
museum have solved tne problems In- ready visited some of the schools in
volved In making casts of the huge the lower portions of Rio Arriba coun
monuments which are to be reproduc- ty. In the fall Superintendent White
ed in almost imperishable concrete expects to visit the San Miguel, Mora,
that will last longer than the originals. Colfax and Union county schools and
It is the first time in history that this Chief Clerk R. F-- Asplund the San
was ever attempted and the success- Juan, Socorro and Sierra county
ful accomplishment or this task is schools. This Is the first year that
another triumph of achievement for such a complete visitation of all the
Director Hewett An expert Italian schools has been planned. The bene
plaster worker of New York has been ficial effect is already apparent from
added to the staff and ia facilitating the greater cohesion and closer co
the completion of the casts. The con operation as well as the marvelous
crete monuments are to be set up in progress in the rural districts.
the San Diego exposition grounds.
S. G. Morley has left Copan where
The Forty Year Test
Ihe reports the discovery of two stel
An article must have exceptional
la and Is penetrating the Peten dis merit to survive for a period of forty
trict where he Is making copies of years. Chamberlain s Cough Remedy
Inscriptions that are partly new to vas first offered to the public In 1872
the archaeological world and Is add From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until it has
ing considerably to the knowledge of attained a world wide reputation. You
the chronology of the Mayas. Other will find nothing better for a cough or
students of the school are hard at cold. Try it and you will understand
work in the field and find the work why.lt Is a favorite after a period of
more than
years. It not only
of excavating intensely interesting. gives relief forty
It cures. For sale by all
The tropical background, the highly dealers. Adv.
colored plumage of birds and luxuriance of vegetation, the mysterious-nes- s
of the magnificent mtns are all VI1IGATI0N GIVEN
graphically described in letters from
Miss Laughlin. About 40 men are
TO A.
employed on the work at Quirigua In
addition to the school staff and the
students.
STATE SUPREME COURT REFUS
ES TO DISBAR A SANTA FE
RECIPES OF OUR PIONEER

lace,

some

em,broidered,some

of batiste ranging in price from

50c to
$2.50

Debase

'

Ml

ATTORNEY

for the home treatment of disease
were wonderfully dependable. True,
they knew nothing of drugs, but
owed their success to. the roots, herbs
and barks of the field. It is interesting to note that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, the most successful remedy for female ills we have,
was originally prepared for home use
from one of these; recipes. Its fame
has now spread from shore to shore,
and thousands of American women
now well and strong claim they owe
their health and happiness to Liydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Adv.

Santa Fe, March 23. A complete
vindication was accorded Attorney A.
B. Renehan Saturday
afternoon by
the state supreme court from charges
filed against him for the purpose of
thaving him disbarred from practice
In the New Mexico courts. The charges arose out of business transactions
In connection with the sale of portions
of the Lobato grant !n Rio Arriba
The charges were filed by
county.
Attorneys Francis C. Wilson and
George Volney Howard and had an
echo in the district court in which
Mr. Renohan also won a complete
victory.
The opinion in the disbarment proceedings was written by 'Judge Herbert F. Raynolds of Albuquerque, who
eat in place of Judge R. H. Hanna,
who could not sit, having been a
former partner of Wilson. Chief Justice C. J. Roberts, as well as Judge
Frank W. Parker, concur In the opinion. The charges relied upon for disbarment, not having- been clearly established and sustained, the Informa- -

FIRE IN LA MESA
Santa Fe, March 23 An unusually
large number of fires have been reported throughout New Mexico the
Vast, few days. The last fire reported
occurred at La Mesa, Dona Ana county, yesterday, when the large storehouse of F. J. Rifiney burned to the
A great amount of alfalfa
ground.
need, grain, feed and canned goods
was destroyed. No Insurance was carried. In addition to the merchandise
a t.firxn an.1 finite a nwuncr of enmk-vwere burned.
I
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A new model Thomson's Glove Fitting Corset, made of white coutil end
has no boning over the hips. Low bust,
Boned with double wire,
long skirts.
guaranteed not to rust. This corset is
well worth $1.25 but during CorsetQ
C
Week we will sell It special

M

st
II - i

ing of WooMex Suits. Come.

ci fin

j

$1.50

Thomson's Corsets

mm

3

result of years of corset making
experience. From the "wasplike" waists of
are

The

years ago, down to this, the corset-lesaje Thomson's Corsets have been the stan-ar-d
60

le New Corset System

s

9

M

of style and comfort In popular 'priced

These corsets control the figure
a
with full degree of pliability, being boned

corsets.

HTHE new Nemo KOPSERVICE Corsets
meet Fashion's demand for the freedom of
the "nature" figure, while retaining all the hygienic
features for which the Nemo is

only where it is absolutely necessary, yet
:t

with firmness and the uncorseted figure it
produced In Its most charming form.

Ij

lJr,f,

I1!

fx.

uip

world-famou- s.

THOMSON'S

18 Models of these

"GLOvfe-FITTING-

Every woman, from slight to stout, may
now have a rational "corsetless" figure with
out suffering discomfort and
the probable permanent loss of
her shapely lines.

"

COSSETS.

79c to $5.00
The New "La Vidoire"

produce the straight, unbroken line
from hip to knee, so essential In the
wearing of ruffle, flounce, tier and
pannier effect in skirts. They give

the straight, flat Jack that the new

SYSTEM

A. Detached, sfcirt as worn,
F. Turned back to show sup
porting feature
B.Seam joining the outer
skirt to Corset-bodC. Showing how skirt con
forms to natural figure,
E. Nemo " bridge.9f

Recognizing the great value
of this new invention, we devote
an entire section to a special
exhibit of the KOPSERVICE
Corsets, in charge .of .an expert
who will explain their novel features.

shoulder lines require and the easy,
to which
graceful, supple waist-line

girdles are so becoming,
MODELS FOR ALL TYPES OF
FIGURES

KOPSERVICE

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

Four models two for full .figures, and two for slender figures.
All have low bust and extra-lon- g
skirt; plenty of, durable elastic
parts to insure complete flexibility and ease. All at one price

The new "La- Victoire" Corsets

long-hi- p
Plenty of
models; plenty of elastic top
and low-tocorsets for dancing. ,
low-bus- t,

p

This

$3.50 to $5.00

is

a REAL

Made of crepe de chine and chiffon in white
and a delicate shade of pink. Neatly trim-

$1.75 and $2.75

KstatlLsKed

stltutes.

PLENTY OF CANDIDATES

O.

1362

gchaefer and Red

O.

Drug Store.-

-

--Aqv.

city central committee met Saturday
atfernoon at the court house and set
Thursday, March 26 as the date for
the republican city primaries and Sat
urday afternoon, for the city conven
tion. Marcelino A. Ortiz presided and
Frank P. Sturges was the secretary.
The committee consists of F. F. Form-ley- ,
Nocalos Sena, M. A. Ortiz, Fred
Muller, Celso Lopez, Ambroslo Ortiz,
II. Ij. Baca, Manuel Salazar, Thomas
B. Catron and Frank P. Sturges. Un
like the other parties, the republicans
have a plethora of material fof the
mayoralty nomination, most promin
ently mentioned being William B. Sar
gent, Fred Muller, R. Ij. Baca, James
A. Rolls, E. It. Wright and Levi A.
Hughes.

OLD TIMER HERE
Santa Fe, March 23. J. H.
of Canon City, Colo., a cattleman,
who came to Santa Fe over the San
ta Fe trail, 45 years ago, was in con
ference with Governor McDonald today on matters pertaining ;to the
range and cattle. Mr. Schroeder came
down from Colorado to buy about a
thousand steers and may go to El
Coyote, Carrlzozo and El" Paso if he
does not find suitable stock in this
section. Mr. Schroeder was deeply in
terested in the replica of Bent's Fort
on exhibit in the assembly room of
the Palace of the Governors, for he
had often visited the fort in the early
days and expects to spend several days
here to revisit the old landmarks
about town that he knew so well in
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
V'ng Foley's Honey and Tar for a Its early days.
cousrh or cold may save you both sick-n-

nnd money. F. F. Monahan.
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of wen! her and I find
s noney and Tar Compound always
fi i
me up in good shape when
r
. cold or havfl
a bad cough. I
n o Horocnd it gladly." Refuse all sab- -

.

Take TTFRRTNrrf; for indigestion. It
relieves the naln in a. few 'minutes atul
forces the fermented matter which
causes the miser tato Uio towels
where it Is expelled. Price tw- Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

SoutJiSidaPlaja.

FLOODS

this a

Crepe de Chine

6 $071

med with lace.

Santa Fe, March' 23. The republican Cross

EVENT. Please consider
INVITATION.

Lo.3 Vecaa'Load mf 5toro

Silk Corset Covers

Fo-le-

I

are specially designed for slender women, are
light and pliable,
easy and comfortable to wear.
The latest model
has ruffle bust
feature.

we have set aside as one la which to feature
these beautifully tailored garments. We esk you to come in and: view this
As the corset is the found Uion of all well fitting garments we
showing.
are running our annual Corset Week in connection with this special show
SUIT WEEK

WOOLTEX

$1.25 Latest Model Corset 79c

OENEIIAN

MOTHERS

Sahlin
Waists

For women who appreciate dress distinction our showing of Spring
Suits will prove most Interesting; whether they Ibe draped or plaited, puffed or flounced, the spring modela are universally becoming. This week

ARE EXPECTED

Santa Fe, March 23. (Word comes
to the hydrographic service that the
Rio Grande la gradually rising, the
flow at Fort Selden, Dona Ana county, yesterday having reached the 255
cuibia feet per second mark.
The
flow Is expected to be growing gradually heavier. Because of the heavy
snow in the mountains along the
headwaters of the river and its tributaries, heavy spring floods are looked
for in May.

SPECIAL

Underwear

Combination suits, gowns, shirts and tights
in white and delicate pink.

' $3.50

last year harely exceeded $90,000,000.
The Btate tax rate in
Arizona, which
has been 49 cents per $100 will be
materially lowered, while New Mexico's tax rate has reached the statutory limit of 10 mills but could he
reduced to less than three mills If
the state had the same assessment as
'

Arizona.

to $15.00 garment

etc., being ordered. Some time ago
the whiskey and other Intoxicants
seized by the government were destroyed in a fire. Out of the case
arose the accusation against James
W. Fay, former postmaster of Farm-ingto- n
who Is serving a sentence for
illegally taking intoxicants from the
distillery of which he was one of the
directors.
;

Chronic Stomach Troubln Cured"
There la nothing mn
Just Right for Backache and
than a chronic disorder of the stomRheumatism
ach. Is it not surprising that
many
Pills are so thoroughFoley
Kidney
suffer
for
with
years
an
such
ailment
Farmers and others who live at a wnen a
effective
for
ly
backache,
rheumatism,
cure
permanent
is
within their
distance from a drug store should keep reach and
and aching Joints, kidney and
may be had for a trine? swollen
In the house' a bottle of BALLARD'S
bladder ailments that they are recomAbout
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
mended everywhere. A. A.
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores, Beck, of ofWakelee, Mich'., "I bou?lit a McGrew, Nebr., says: "My Jeffords,
druggist
Chamberlain's Tablets, and
sprains and rheumatism. It Is a pow package
recommended Foley Kidney pills for
since uslnsr
erful healing and penetrating remedy. well. I J thum t- hnva fan vittjtir pains in my back, and before 1 finishPrice 25c, BOoand $1.00 per bottle. Sold ber of had previously used any num- ed one bottle, my old trouble
different
entirely
but none disappeared."
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
or them wern of medicines,
nmr hint!
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

ia,

rpnn

EQUALIZATION

NEEDED

Santa Fe, March 23. State officials
point to the fact ttiat although Ari
s
zona has only
the population of New Mexico, its taxable assessment this year reaches the $ 100,000,000
last
$378,000,000
figure as against
year, while New Mexico's assessment
two-third-

GREEN PLACE SOLD
CLOSE DISTILLERY
Santa Fe, March, 23. The "Jim"
Santa Fe, March 23. Upon motion Green place at Alamoordo. consisting
of Assistant United Stales District of 20 acres and a fine
residence, south
Attorney E. C. Wade, Jr., execution of Alamogordo, have been sold by J.
was Issued today In the federal court F. Lewis to J. W.
McCyrry of Kl
in the Farminrton distillery case, the Paso, who will become a New
Mov!o
sale of the distillery machinery, stills, resident.
MUST

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
ty, calling oa both the Indian and the
public schools. She visited schools at
Chillili, Pena Blanca, Algodones and
at Bernalillo ehe inspected the public
schools as well as the schools con

AIDS FOR SCHOOL
WORK 'COST

SIXTH "CHAPTER"

MHLYN"

OF

MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1914.

elephant are weary of their duties and
will take to their favorite dissipation
of opium smoking. The brigands out
side the walls await their opportunity
and when it comes, they knock down
and bind the guards at the gate, en
ter the Rajah's premises and carry
away the precious animated object of
worship.

LUCEROAPPROVES

THE OLD RELIABLI

OF SUGGESTIO

ducted by the sisters and brothers.
She also Yisited the schools at Cer-mios and Madrid. "Everywhere the
pupils seem to be progressing," she
said, "and the teacftors' enthusiasm
Second Reel
.
was perhaps equalled only by that of
About this time Kathlyn and her
NINETEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS the parents who attended the meet-- 1 INTERESTING
CONTINUED STORY entourage arrive in the city and the BELIEVES
BETTER EDUCATION
-a
inga ana Bnowea me Kina or interest I re
w5 uotu DUKirau int.
next morning are informed by the
i i iu Mnuiro
I arise.
v i rue
o r tng
itiw
SHOULD BE PROVIDED COUNrno t YtAK
tnat epens success ror everyone.
THEATERS
commotion, of the great loss. Bruce,
TRY CHILDREN
Mrs. William Bartlett of San Aca-through Ramabai, is Informed of the
Santa Fe, March 23. Should the cio has sent a package of water color
The sixth installment of "The Ad- situation; likewise, Kathlyn, and they
"Las Vegas, N, M, March 23, 1914,
legislature pass a law; requiring pu- - paintings to Miss Mannette Myers,
,
v
!,
Immediately offer assistance If reci 'Editor Las Vegas
to
attend
who
in
school
been
has
Optic,
the
pils
public
looking after the details tonjgM and tomorrow night at the procal aid is given In the form of a
"East Las Vegas, N, M.
classes for seven months In the year i of the state' flower election. The Browne and
Photoplay theaters, The military convoy, which Is readily 'Dear Sir:
there will be plenty of money to pay water colors are of every conceivable
synopsis of the two reels la as fol- granted. Kathlyn Is rushed out into
"Among various letters that I lave !
teachers.
(lower suited for a state emblem. lows:
the desert on the back of a wild ca- received
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of They show a vast amount of work and
commenting upon a recent ar-- .
First Reel
mel, and from this gazeaboo sweeps tide in The Optic
i
the department of public instruction, very clever work at that,
relating to the edu
The cbanse-sho- t
fired by the villain- the horizon with iher binoculars. Fol- cational
in the rural schools,
Some facetious gentleman
problem
wrote ous but
J
today figured out how much of the
d
Umb&llah, makes lowing her is a large train led by the enclosed
1
communication from the
state and reserve fund for maintain- - Miss Myers that he favors the "loco a
e
upon the fair arm of Bruce, together with the savage sol secretary of
has
j
state, will, I am sure, be
weed" as the state emblem. It is said
lag a five months school term
diery picturesque in their Oriental acgeneral interest I know that Mr.
been used aince New Mexico became R. P. Asplund, chief clerk of the de- - 3l
;r miutate'agarinBt the coutrements. Cleverly disposing the of
a
I
j
Lucero will not object to the publica& state, or since the law was passed, partment of public instruction, has
of herself, her daring compan- force, Kathlyn and a few of her fol tion
of the letter, as the public exThis reserve fund comes from the cur- - ideas as to the most suitable flower escape
and her father, Colonel lowers go forward while the troops
ion,
Bruce,
of which is and some one sent a picture of it with
pression of his views cannot fall to
rent school fund, one-hawho escaped from prison are concealed.
They meet the brig have a ibcneficlal effect.
held "in reserve." The distribution is the legend "Asplund's Favorite," but Hare,
machinations of the clev- ands and pretend to be friendly, giv
the
through
"Yours very truly,
made quarterly and the statistics show Mr. Asplund smilingly declines to mix
er Pundita and met them at the ap- ing them quanties of opium as peace
" C. W. G. WARD."
m the controversy, Dozens of letters
that in the school year of
pointed "rendezvous Ibefpre the venge- offerings. The brigands are disarmed
Mr. Lucero'a Letter
the sum or
A,SX4.bi was spent, in were received by Miss Myers today
ful Prince and his creatures started by this kindness and soon stupefied
"Santa Fe, N. M., March 20, 1914.
4
the sum and it is evident that there are plenty
the school year of
in nursult. Fortunately, the escanine into security through the influence of "Hon.
C. W. G. Ward,
of $19,087.80 was used.
of botanical suggestions for the pupil
,s aocompanled by Eamabai and the narcotic. As- they are helpless, it
"East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The explanation of the increase is voters to consider between now and
his faithful wife, Pundita, who are now is a comparatively easy matter to get "Dear Mr. Ward:
that many school districts learned the Arbor day.
tanchest friends and of the Sacred Elephant. On their way
Kathlyn's
"I have read with more than or
importance of complying with the law.
incalculable assistance in every em back to the city, they meet Umbal-lainterest your communication
mill
a
fifteen
made
dinary
for
levy
They
who has been reinforced for the to The
ergency.
Jefferson Reynolds, President
school purposes and had one school
Optic appearing in the issue
Presently they emerge from the pursuit; but, his soldiers, in supersti of that paper
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
room for at least 50 pupils.
to the
corresponding
jungle and see far out on the plains tious fear, bow before the Sacred Ele- eighteenth Inst, in which you so
Hallot Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
When the legislature passed the bill
ably
INDIGESTION OR GAS the white towers and shining minar phant, so that Kathlyn and her party and impartially discuss some of the
creating the reserve fund, it was
ets standing silhouette against the are allowed to proceed on their way. features of our
present educational
thought that the sura of 160,000 per
sky Alhabad, the walled city of the It is some time before Umballah, furi problem In New Mexico.
Annum would be needed Xo keep the
desert. They approach the town and ous over the attitude of his men, ral
"If the Spanish-speakinfive months school term going. But "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES UP
boys and
are received by sentinels at the gates lies them and induces them to move
IN
SET
STOMACHS
FEEL
FINE
girls in the rural districts of the state
less thaji a third of this mm has been
and are conducted into the presence forward. When they arrive at the are to be
given the opportunity for
necessary. Here are the statistics by
of the Rajah. This functionary, in gates of the walled city, they are de better
educational facilities which In
counties, showing the state aid ex
addition to toeing commander, of the nied entrance by the soldiers of the most cases
ach; it's so unnecessary. Adv.
tended:
they have been deprived
another officio as keeper Rajah, and Umballah returns sullenly of in the
stomach
city,
Wonder
what
upset your
to equip them, before
In
past,
Bernalillo, 1105.64;
acrea wnire Kiennani, wnion to Allaha In defeat
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
which portion of the food
did the " tn
it is too late, for the struggle for
Colfax, 1207.71; Curry, $1,216.32; Ed
The following day Kathlyn and her existence which
do you? Well, don't bother. ' a frequently sent on pugirmages to
damage
have
'before
Mora,
they
$1,577;
dy, $776.22; Guadalupe,
If nearby cities to be worshipped by the party again start on their way to the
If your stomach Is In a revolt;
them, something must be done, and
$872X6; Otero, $190; Quay, $560.30;
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.
natives. It is one of the precious pos-- coast, and, strangely enough, are cap be done
to Improve condiSandoval sour, gassy and upset, and what jou
Roosevelt,
$1,449.33;
wanband1
tne
tured by the selfsame
of brig- tions in quickly,
of the place hence
sessions
ate
into
stubborn
lust
has
fermented
all the rural schools of
?423.73; San Miguel, $792.09; Santa
ed
and maI,y BavaSe guardians ands from whom they secured the ani- the state and more
in
Fe, $2,027.67; Taos, $385; Torrance, lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellch
In every
of Banking we
mated sacred symbol. Kathlyn, her those counties where particularly
eases and acids and eructate UUdi. tnat look alter us cmetest treasure.
of
the
3919.89; Union, fl.SS0.48
majority
axe
to
Bruce
are
a
and
tied
oacrBU
father
to
tiger the population are of the Spanlsh-Bpeakin- g
i""-lue
prepa.red
breath foul, tongue
give the best of service
gested food;
,iumIn
Chaves, $373;
The chief,
take a little Pape's Dia- - Wy returning from a visitation where cart of the brigands.
am
and
I
in
tongue,
glad,
type, $2,224.69; Curry, $1,340.66; Lin coated-j- ust
11
as
the uest of conor- - wnen searching' Colonel Hare, finds his me- deed, to see
that men of your prom
coln, $131.85; Mora, $687.65; Otero, pepsin and in five minutes you won7
a
of brigands that inhabit dal and knows at once that he has inence are
erce
band
ready and willing to lend
$97.23; Rio Arriba, $959.28; San Juan der what became of the indigestion U1H
muB
captured the White King. Thereupon valuable aid in this movement.
alu"s lm' UCDC'"'
$94.85; Roosevelt, $304.44; Sandoval and distress.
a he sends a messenger forward to AlMillions of men and women today cldo t0 cature " ana convey tt 10
"I realize and appreciate the work
?643.13; Santa Fe, $2,775; Taos, $745;
laha, demanding as a ransom from Um- - that
know that it Is needless to have a nval
Torrance,-$2,24Union, $3,725.
isbeing done by most of the
A few
bad stomach.
A little Diapepsin oc- - desert- - Fortunately, the Sacred charge ballah, three bags of silver.
county superintendents
along the
Rapid Strides m Bernalillo
days later Umballah arrives in haste lines you suggest in your article to
Col
asks
attain
its.
but
for
Possession
with
his
silver,
only
brigands
Wide, in education,- - said state Su- - regulated and they eat their favorite I
improve conditions in the country
They, however, are resourceful and onel Hare as a prisoner, earnestly re schools, but they wiif not be able to
perintendent of Public Instruction Al- - foods without fear,
If your stomach doesn't take care have other moans at their command, questing that Bruce and Kathlyn be accomplish much unless they have the
van N. White, back from a week's tour
f
knOT' the attendants of the fed to the tigers,
of the citizens of their
with County School Superintendent of your liberal limit without rebel- - a8
respective counties and the legislaMontoya. "Wa found splendid attend-- lion; if your food is a damage Instead
FIE
YOUR
tures of the state, and this
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IN FAVOR OF LAW
SENTIMENT
ENFORCEMENT 'iS APPRE- BY THEM
'

Following' is the final communicaCharles W.
postoffica tt Eut tion of District Attorney
G.
Ward
the
subject of
general
on,
tranaMexico, for
and law enforcef I- - j through the United Spates social conditW&s.
ment: M second class matter.
"To the Editor of The Optic,
"Sir:
Rj'.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
(
been formed
has
"An
organization
Dally, by Carrltr
name of Law
the
under
Las
in
Vegas
-1
Cspy
The society has
,
E?
.16 and Order Soicety.
Week
.
.65 been publicly referred to as a slur
?ae Month
7.50 upon the community and menace to
ps Year
the personal liberty of the people, and
Mali
Dally, by
few citizens voted for a resolution
a
..
$6.00
rear
(in
advance)
Cj
Doubtless the society,
8.00 so holding.
&2x Months (in advance)
7.50 where there has been any honesty in
(in arrears) .
8.78 the criticism, has been attacked for
Ca Months (In arrears)
what its name appears simply, al
"
.
irr-v
it unquestionably aroused the
though
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
j
Ire as well as the apprehension of
GROWER
lawless.
;
,
12.00 the
year
"The name Implies the discussion
1.00
ffSi Months
of laws and their enforcement, alannounces
itself
the
society
though
(Cash In Advance for Mall
j
a much broader platform. As I have
;l
I
Subscription!)
formerly Intimated, I believe it should,
ttss by check, draft or money if it is to accomplish, the best.je-(f sent otherwise we will not Suits, extend-- , its platform to cover
t$$
I rwwossfble for loss.
the whole ranger of .public welfare and
CNiuaen copies f roe on application social citizenship. Notwithstanding,
it is difficult to imagine what objectMUL. "APERJ! DISCONTINUED
AT tion law abiding, well intentloned citi
zens can have to the society. Last
EXPIRATION OF TIME
I
summer I spent several weeks In a
PAID FOR
Canadian county where there hadn't
been a saloon In 25 years, nor a mur
Advertisers are guaranteed the
der or other serious crime during the
"Sgniest dally and weekly circulation
same length of time nor a pauper
Cf any newspaper In northern New
for that matter. Every little
either,
JSfexico.
hamlet had Its law league or Its temperance alliance and the towns their
TELEPHONES
civic societies. Yet I did not hear
CMclnesa Office
....Main 2 it
argued that these societies were a
...Maln t
Department
slur on the communities. They met
every week throughout the year, too.
MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1914.
to discuss public questions. Just as
long as these societies remain active
FATIII3KS, ALSO
conditions will remain as satisfactory
as they are now in that county. The
A number of men have been writing
success of these organizations simply
o the Gazette office congratulating
shows that the people are awake to
v on an editorial about fool mothers,
their true Interests.
Sr which the Gazette is duly grate- - "Some people have expressed huge
mi There is, however, this to he concern to me that a
society should
.tfld which may not over and above have been formed that cast a serious
please these men, and all men who reflection upon the law enforcing of
..snort about the folly of the weaker
ficers. The officers are not likely to
e?x: livery fool mother who brings be a
particle deceived by that brand
children Into the world and neglects of
All the law officers
hvpocrisy.
them through ignorance or laziness,
take an oath to support and maintain
is married to some man who knows
the laws. That means to enforce
she la a fool, and who goes right on
them. The officers do not as a rule
making her the mother of his chil await the moral support of the peodren. There may be some excuse for
ple before doing what is their sworn
;ihe fool woman; she clearly doesn't
to do. They usually tip what
icnow any better. But to hear him duty
believe right, though they, stand
they
5iug and complain, the man Is a su alone, , but the officer who tells" you
perior creature. He should know bet- that he doesn't appreciate a strong
ter, and knowing (better, should either public sentiment at his back Is either
go away and leave her providing, of
lying or be doesn't want to see the
coarse, for some means for her sup- laws enforced.
port and the support of the children
"Let me illustrate. , Some months
lie has unfortunately fathered or he
ago, during the prolonged illness of
ehonld Qnit complaining about the
the deputy sheriff, conditions became
chlldren'g fool mother. It is a much
bad at Wagon Mound and
exceedingly
emaller tin against society and
Watrous. I went up one Sunday mornagainst God for a man to leave a
found open saloons, open gam
fool woman, that to live with her and ing,
secured the necessary evidence
bling,
l bring fool children into the world.
and talked with many peo'JTha divorce evil is a real evil. But personally
ple about the lawless conditions.
It is not uch an evil as the marriage Within a short time after I left town.
evil. Thia world will be happier when both, Wagon r lound and Watrous sa
people have to think a long time
lons opened vo astain, ot.,e man was
marrying. It Is not that divorces killed and jv Hlrfr; wounded la a
are too ef.sy to get; It Is that mar- drunken row over gambling losses in
riages are too easily made.
one town aud; in, the other a drunkeu
But even this does not justify a man man was
badly beaten by Bome drunk
vrtio goes on fathering children In a en
a saloon. A healthy public
in
thugs
family where he knows the mother is opinion in those towns would have
isot his mental or moral equal. A fool been afjnighty. good thing. The genwoman Is an abomination; but tht; eral ientiment is all right, too, but
father of her children .l)Jvft3e than there has been no
Sftha.
Emporia. Gazette,
"I wish to say a good word for the
saloon men of this community. They
are engaged m ,a legal DUBinens aim
thorn
of
are, mprd scrupthe majority
ulous about observing, the laws than
and
FRESHEN f i,i .lasses of business men
the. ordinary
more careful
The majority, haxe , ajways
Mtizen.
law.
TRYING
WE THINKS MINORITY IS
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aside,
inflations of good citizenship
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"it

opposed to the lawbreaking
joints as anyone, else, and the tough
places make mighty few dollars anyway. I listened with Interest to the
address of Dr. Landau the other evening. I told the gentleman at the
close of the meeting that I should
seek an opportunity to reply to some
of his assertions. However, after reflection, and a talk with a numoer of
his people, I concluded that the speaker was laboring under the same misconception that has actuated other
people to criticise the Law and Order
society. Furthermore the rabbi, while
a learned and polished ' scholar who
has traveled over the world, Is still
quite new to the conditions here. He,
at the outset, showed his good motives
by organizing a society very similar
in its objects to the one under dis
cussion. In fact, I had determined to
ask the doctor's permission to dis
cuss under the auspices of his forum
the very questions I have touched upon in this series of letters and regretted that the meetings closed.
"I feel quite sure that Dr. Landau
will join heartily in any movement
that has for its object the consideration of the broad question of citizenI agree with him that there
ship.
isn't a crying demand for a Law and
Order society as such, while there
is a great demand, or ought to be,
fort an organization that designs
broadly and correctly to mould a
-

opinion.

heayj-publl- c

"However, . because of the Interpre
tation thai has been put upon some
of the learned doctor's expressions,
'May I ask' to use the .wojds pfBerr
nard Shaw to the Biaho,pupf ensia
ton 'the learned doctop to; state his
fundamental position clearly,' On the
face of it he appears to be demanding
that 'what he happens to like shall
be tolerated and what he happens not
He Is asto like shall be banned.
suming that what he. approves; of its
right and what he disapproves of is
'
wrong,'
"The doctor's address has been
widely quoted to the effect that he is
opposed to the enforcement of law.
We have people in this country who
do not believe in the enforcement of
law. We may respect their opinions
if they are honest, but we term them
anarchists and vote them undesirable
citizens. I do not believe the doctor
means to imply that because we have
an
law that is impracticable and unworkable, and we have
Sunday laws which he believes unwise, we should enforce only such
laws as we happen to believe In and
let the others go.
"Will the rabbi not asTee that the
proper method of dealing with such
questions is to promote such general
consideration on the part of the people standing behind the lawmakers as
will result In the repeal of unwise and
the enactment of wise laws?
has been widely
"Again the doc-to-r
quoted as being opposed to temperance reform, 'because he said that
the newly organised society was really a prohibition society and the or
ganizers were too cowardly to say bo,
and because hJpointed to people of
his own race as models of sobriety
and declared they had needed no prohibition societies. The rabbi's position in the community as a religious
teacher is important and those of us
who sincerely believe
that . certain
temperance reforms are vitally necessary wish to bo left in no doubt whe-thewe may count the learned doctor for or against us.v.It occurs to me
that the gentleman, has been misinterpreted. Granted that the Dews have
been the most wonderful, sober and
law abiding people in the world's history, yet it teems to me that their
teacher in Las Vegas r t, subscribe
to the writing 'If meat
'oke
brother to stumble, we fcluu'l eat ftp
meat while the world stands.'
'We hae the weaker- - brother, the
brother v,?!o has Dot had his chance.
Thirty y-- s ego the flocks and the
heriR'' ' uids and the waters Of
this district .ure held by thousands.
Today they-arlargely In the hands
of the few. A few have grown rich,
while the people have been growing
steadily poorer. When the awakening
really comes, the results" will not be
pleasant. Already, scores ,of men
whom I know personally, and, who
owned their little fanch and stock
when I came to JXevr Mexico are In
the towns, Idle dissolute and dangerous. The rural dweller- may still ,be
saved, but the effort must be made
soon. To the present generation of
the youth especially must be brought
the education that has been denied
them, and the country saloon, must
go. Too many times 1 have seen those
of Dr. Landau's belief as well as those
of other beliefs get the poor countryman into the back room and fill him
up on cheap whiskey before practic-ai!- y
robbing Urn, not to know where"
one of the reforms must begin.
"I am aware that Dr. Landau has
not had time to familiarize himself
with our conditions, but I will ask him
to go Into the question very carefully
and I f?el sure that he will then conclude wkh me that in the direction
indicated temperance reform must be
carried on. Should he conclude otherwise, he would. I know, be differing
g

if
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from those of his peopie wno have had
me Desi opportunity to study the question. I have discussed the rural prob
lem with suoh men as Charles Ilfeld,
Sigmund Nahm, Jacob Stern, Isaao Da
vis, Ludwig Ilfeld and fmany others
I have yet' to find one who does not
agree with me. It Is because I fully
appreciate the importanec of the doctor's views and am sincerely anxious
that he shall lend his aid to those
who are trying' to sove the problem
relating to the rural districts that I
have urged him to make a careful
study of the conditions I have men
tioned.
!
"CHARLES W. G. WARD."
;

LABOR CONDITIONS
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JOHN

SO TESTIFIES
THE, CONGRESS

SIONAL COMMITTEE
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ed her first statements to the police
and the case against her was dropped
when Widney, who recovered after a
critical illness, said he had shot himself accidentally.
Widney, wlio is a married man, Is a
son of Judge Robert Widney.
is
father came to his asststanfie 'and
a reconciliation with his wife,
but after his recover Widney, Jr.,
was often seen with Mrs, Lyons and
they came into the hands of the' po'
lice a second time. ' "
,
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Foley Cathartic tabiets are entirely

Kewpies
The New V
Pins

effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. ;They oontalD
blue flag, are a remedy for constipation and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
the bowels, which, are Improved by

their use. Try them. They do not
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.
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CHlCAGO BOARD OF TRADE
23. Indifferent
March
Chicago,
cables and the continued good outlook for the domestic winter
crop
made the wheat market today incline
to sag. Opening prices, unchanged to
lower, were followed by some

WIDNEY AND A IYUIJAN

--

Washington, March 23. John Mitchell, the labor leader, testified about
conditions in the Michigan copper
mines today before the house committee
Investigating the Calumet
strike. Of comparisons of conditions
in, the Michigan field and at Butte
Mr. Mitchell declared: 'Life and labor
conditions in Butte are much superior
to life and labor conditions In the
Michigan copper field.
He said the Butte miners were paid
on the basis of the selling price of
copper, with a minimum' wage of $3.50
a' 'day, had an
day and were
not forced to trade in company stores
or Jive in company houses.
Chairman Taylor pointed out the
contention of the Michigan operators
that the Western Federation of Miners
was founded on red socialism.
Mr. Mitchell said that the socialist
party was organized and circulating a
newspaper in the copper country before any attempt was made to unionize the laborers.
"It would seem," he said, "that the
opposition of the mine operators is
not against the political socialist, but
against organized employes; the opposition is to paying a fair wage to
workmen rather than to any present
party or propaganda."
He added that any effort to organize a union, independent of the present international union, would be futile and would leave the workmen
"just as helpless as they are now."
James A. Emery appeared as counsel for the Michigan iniiie operators.
The miners were unrepresented by
.
counsel.
,i
,
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IN LIMELIGHT AGAIN
LYONS IS FOUND IN A SERIOUS CONDITION IN A CHI-- .
CAGO HOTEL

MRS.

Chicago, March 23.

Widney arrived
In Chicago shortly before noon" and
went at once to the hospital whr8'
Mrs. Lyons was taken. He declined
to Bay whether the woman was tiis
wife. He said he understood the police wished to talk- to him and that
he' wotfltl 'gO tot (fletsectlve headquarters
during the afternoon.
Explanation of circumstances which
involve
a woman suffering from
poisoning and a husband hurrying to
the hospital where she lies were expected today' by- the poTlce on the arrival of R,'.'.J,. Widney,' who notified
the hospital that Vera Lyons, who
was found unconscious in a downtown
hotel, was his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Widney were registered as from' Seattle. Widney went to
the hotel Saturday, paying the bill for
another day. Sunday a telephone call
from the hotel to a friend of the woman led to the discovery of: her condition, and her removal to a hospital.
Physicians declared the woman was
suffering from an opiate. She has not
been able to tell any of the circumstances surrounding the taking of the
poison and the police do not know
whether she took it intentionally. Her
recovery is doubtful. Widney telegraphed to the hospital from Kansas City
that he would reach Chicago today.

additional declines. The close was
to
net higher.
easy but
In the corn crowd, an increase of
rural offerings in Iowa had a bearish1
influence. Prices at the outset were
at fehade to
lower, and a further
setback ensued. The close was steady
'
1 to 1
at
net advance.
Commission houses seemed to have
only selling orders for oats..!
Provisions held steady With, ' hogs.
The market was apparently disposed
, cents either
to keep within
way
from Saturday night's
levpL The
close for the day was:
Wheat, May
Jnly 89.
Corn, May
July 69.
Oats, May 404 ; July 40.
Pork, May $21.60; July $21.62,
Lard, May $10.80; July $11- Pits, May $11.47; July $11.65.

le

Jewelry

'

MITCHELL

BEFORE

Friendship
Bracelets
!

AT TAUPEBT'S

V,

i

2--

93;
69;

KANSAS

CITY

.

LIVE STOCK

Kansaa City, March 23. Hogs, ' reMarket steady. Bulk
ceipts 6,000.
$8.558.75; heavy $8.708.75; packers and butchers $8.658.75; lights
$8.508.70; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 8,000, including 500
southerns. Market steady to 10 cents
higher. Prime fed steers $8.609.25;
dressed beef steers $7.508.50; westsouthern
ern steers $7.258.60;
steers $6.508.25; cows $4.357.60;
heifers $6.759; stockers and feeders
$6.758.25; bulls $67.50; calves

$6.5010.

Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market steady to strong. Lambs' $6. 907.65;
Couple's Notorious Career
The Indictment Stands
yearlings $6.257; wethers' $5.50
San
Francisco, March 23. Robert 6.25; ewes
Houghton, Mich. March 23. A mo$5.256.
came
tion to quash the Indictment for con- J. Widney of Los Angeles, Calif.,
in
here
December,
much
into
notoriety
spiracy against President Charles II.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
in response to an hysterMoyer and 37 other officers and mem- 1012, when,
Mrs.
Vivien
New
from
call
York, March 23. Trading
ical
telephone
bers of the Western Federation of
In came almost to a standstill today and
him
fonnd
Merlin
the
police
Lyons,
Miners, was denied today by Circuit
an apartment he was occupying with prices barely changed from last
Judge O'Brien.
shot through the abdomen. The week's close; after an early rise and
her,
The motion to quash having failed,
woman was arrested, chaiged with at- subsequent reaction. Settlement of
attorneys for the Western Federation
"but later repudiat- - the New Haven
negotiations, the
of Miners today filed pleas in abate- tempting homicide,
ment, which will further delay the

"

prosecution of the conspiracy cases
against President Moyer; and others.
No effort to. bring Moyer and the
other defendants back to Houghton
will be made until all the preliminaries have been disposed of, it was
announced by Special Prosecutor Nichols. Nichols said, that he was cons
fident
would be ready for
trial at the September term.

High Grade
SmtsCoats and Dresses

HE VKOTE A TREATISE

for Every Woman

decrease in Idle freight care snown
in the fortnightly report and an Increase In freight movement on western lines supplied ammunition to the
bulls for operations at the opening,
but the inquiry was not sufficiently
1 '
broad to maintain prices.
Traders who covered on the'' rise
late last week put out new lines when
it became apparent that the market
had lost strength.
Copper shares
made relatively a better showing than
other stocks, owing to the Increased
demand and higher prices for the metal both here and abroad. Bonds wera
irregu'lar.
A brifk demand for the Hill shares
lifted Northern Pacific two points.
' The advance continued with
vigor
in the late afternoon. It was assisted by rumors of impending favorable
developments in the Mexican situation.
The market closed firm.
Weakness of the Rumely shares
cause a fractional reaction. Northern
Pacific lost a point of its four points
again. The last sales were:
76
Amalgamted Copper
...102
Sugar
... 98
Atchison .
166
Reading .
...i,
95
Southern Pacific
...159
Union Pacific
. C5
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd........H0

..........

A,.

the-case-

HURRAY

BUTLER READ

FORMER PROFESSOR OF COLUMBIA, ONCE FAMOUS, COM- MITS SUICIDE

;

e

The second Mrs. Peck found no objection to the ministrations of the
divorced wife; in fact, both worked
together for the iproressor's recovery.
As early 'as 1910, Dr. Peck had a
sharp controversy with Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia, over
the authorship of certain Latin addresses. Peck charged that Dr. Butler proposed to deliver in Berlin as
his own an address in Latin, which
Peck wrote. Dr. Butler, subsequently
admitted that this was true and was
quoted in dispatches from Berlin as
saying that the preparation of such
matter was part of the professor's
duty' and, that there was "no Becret
about it."
;
,
Dr. Peck .was born in Stamford in
1858 and was educated in this country and abroad. He was an authority
on Latin and the classics, and the
author of numerous books, Including
treatises, essays 'and verse.

jstamford, Conn., March 23. Harry
Thurston' Peck, a former professor at
Columbia University, committed suicide at a rooming house today by
in the head with a
shooting himself
'
;
revolver.' ''
Harry Thurston Peck was a writer
of note and for 28 years was professor of ancient languages-a- t
Columbia
University. lie ' left the-- Institution
mbre than three' years 'ago In consequence of unpleasant notoriety 'Incident to a breach of promise suit for
$50,000 brought asalnst. Mm bv Esther
Quinn, a stenographer. Shortly after
the filing of the suit, Dr, Peck filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.
He gave his assets as $ 260.
Jn March, 1&12, Miss Quinn's suit
was dismissed as Insufficient. Later she
filed another action, which was pending at the time of his dfia.
Peck dropped out of u'tM after
his retirement from Columbia University and did not come before the
public eye until April of last year
when he became critically ill st Ithaca, N. Y.. suffer! tin- wM, a r rvou
breakdown.
Eta lire w: ,i i"
of until his divorced w ".
nelia D, Peck, a Chri ,V;
came to the hospital and
ed to him.

Suits, Coats and Gowns
)ilfl bdt do
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sArrtng the hundreds of styles here; both
simple and elaborate, it is an easy rmttcr for
every woman to find just the suit and gown for
her particular needs. Every model carefully plan-ne- d
as the highest possible value at Its own prier.
.

TcHzrcdl

C!ts,

1

from the plainest tailored

to most luxurious

.

V

,'!'

SlSio6io;3.50

.v

Frcz':a and Ccst::x:

ranging from
simV's correctness to superb imported creations
for evening and opera
.

S5.50 to S30.00
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS
A. D, Ford of Denver is

a business

visitor in this city.
tJ. MooUer' came in yesterday afternoon from El Porvenir.
II. L. Hill of Brooklyn, New York,
was a visitor in this city today.
James A. Blainey of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in this city today,;
W. S. Smith of Chicago came In
last evening and spent today visiting
' ;,
the trade.
i
J. Walton, a hotel keeper of
Mofe, was a' business visitor in Las
Vegaa today.
Mr. and Mrs. A, W. Chambers of
Chicago, are In this city on a short
business visit.
George Hunker returned this afternoon from a short business trip to
Tvagon Mound.'

District Attorney Charles W. G.
"Ward went this afternoon to Mora on
a business trip.
Florence Sandtfur of Phoenix, Ariz.,.
is a visitor in thl3 city. She expects
to be here for some time.
Horace Applegate, representing the
Louis, was
Ell Walker company: pt
In this city today visiting the trade.
Simon Bacharach returned yester-"daafternoon from Mora, where he
has been on a visit for the past week.
George A. Campfleld of Albuquerque came In this afternoon and will be
in this city for the coming few days
on business. ,
and Miss
Mias Thelma Coleman
Bertie Leonard left this afternoon for
Sands, where they will spend the
coming week.
Bias Sanchez left this afternoon for
lis home at Wagon Mound. He took
a, prisoner to Mora and returned yesterday afternoon.
D. L. Batchelor, the Santa Fe agent,
returned jthis afternoon from Clovis
where he has been for the past few
flays on business.
Miss Blanche Goodall left this, afternoon for Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
where she will be for the next few
weeks for the benefit of her health.
Mrs. E. L. Welch returned this afternoon from the east where she has
been visiting with friends and relatives for the past three or four
months.
J. P. Lynch and J. M. Larsen, who
have been in this city for the past
week looking over the mining prospects, left today for their homes in
s

f.

y

Chicago.
Mr, and Mrs. G. II. Jones of Albu-

querque came in last night from that
city in a Buick touring car. Mr. Jones
is connected with the. Buick Sales
company of Albuquerque.
W. F. Reyman, formerly of this city
snd manager of the Grand Leader be
fore its closing, was a business visitor in town today. Mr. Reyman is now
with the Eastern Furniture company.
James Cook left today for Albuquer
que, where he will be for the com
ing week. He was accompanied by
Ids daughter, Lethia, who went to
Sands, where she will spend her vacation with the Leonards.
(Mrff. Robert Banks left this afternoon for Albuquerque, where she will
visit with her brother, Harry Coors.
Mrs. Banks has been in this city for
the past week visiting with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors.
OKLAHOMA IS LAUNCHED

Philadelphia, Pa., March
Oklahoma,

euper-dreadnaug-

The
one of

23.

the largest and most powerful American battleships afloat, was launched
today from the yard of the New York

Shipbuilding company at Camden, N.
J., in the presence of a large number
of guests.
,
The giant eea fighter was given her
name by Miss Lorena Cruce, daughter
of the governor of Oklahoma, who
crashed a bottle of champagne against
the great prow of the ship as the hull
began to glide Jnto tbe Delaware
river , Mis , Cruce, carrying a large
bunch of American beauty roses, was
surrounded by a dozen girl friends
from Oklahoma.
Surrounding Ih'e christening party
were Secretary pf the Navy and Mrs.
Daniels,:, Assistant Secretary Roose
velt, 'members of the congressional
navy committee, Senators Owen and
Gore of Oklahoma, members from that
state in the national house of repre
sentatives, state officials and other
Oklahomans. 'Governor Cruce of Ok
lahoma was expected but he was de
tained at home.

.
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Away in a

Place
and Bake
Cool

them Fresh in

If the family do not all eat breakfast together, you can
bake a few at a time. If you are having hot biscuits for supper,
mix and cut out enough more for breakfast They will be
much nicer freshly baked than warmed over.
Of course you can't do this very successfully with
milk and soda or with any of the old fashioned, sin'.a acting
bakins powders, but this convenient way of making hot K?cuils
r..:lln3 for breakfast is entirely s "ir factory if yc l uce

r
a blend of twa i . pi. ilers, one of whiVh
n
moisture ii a.jJol.
'6 off leavening
sf
' i it inactive until lv ti-- f
.'"I. The dm 'i
i i r hours an.i v. iwti
tn a. Fart'y leavened to:
t
tu t ? oven will eooie up jut a light a;ij Cu.'y
sj if h ,t y mixed.
f t a ct.i of K C today and try this easy wny i!
r.i
tsiicuii'j at once. You'll nevor r I :!c to 1'ic old
h

.i

I.ei
jit
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LADIES AND MEN BOTH DEFEATED THE LAS VEGAS AGGREGATIONS
,

.

Hanson
LeNoir .
DeMaraia

tlngaro
Hite

125
102
16
83

.

--

'

'

il4
94

108
111

591

570

'

'

208
181
178

208
195
197
202

.231

197

194
179
210
228
225

999 1036

997

Total, 3,032.
Grand total,

114
124

s;

.199

IT

149
112

'

516

-

4,702.

'
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pany F lineup wast Eugen Harvey,
captain, and Earl Hardy, guards; Virgil Luklns and Edward Cartwright forwards; and Elmer Friday, center.
After the game, a most enjoyable
dance held the visitors until midnight.
Yesterday they attended;
Sunday
school and church in the First Presbyterian church and in the afternoon
were the guests of Company F in an
automobile sightseeing trip about town
and to La Bajada hill on the road to HE ANNOUNCES THAT HE WILL
Albuquerque.
CHARGE NOTHING FOR ADMISSION TO QUARTERS

DM

EVTONBOYSVIN
IN THE
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DEFEAT COMPANY F BASKETBALL
TEAM BY A SCORE OF
22 TO 19

BIG CARNIVAL OF SPORT '"5
Chicago, March 23. All, arrange-

Santa Fe, March 23. Two spirited
basketball games were played Satilr-- '
day evening at the National Guard af
mory. The preliminary
game 3 was
between the second team of the Santa; Fe High school girls and the team
pf, the: slat' school for the Deaf and
ptimtf.w-!Th- e
"final score was 18 to 12 in
favor of the High school, whose lineup
was Evelyn McBride, captain; and
Phyllis Mayne, centers; Ruth, Safford
and Alda Sanford, forwards; Consuelo
Bergere and Delia Muller, guards. The
Deaf and Dumb school team consisted
of Alice Graham and Estella Gustlne,
forwards; Lilly McMeans,
center;
Lena King and Estella Holden,
guards.
The second game was between the
Santa Fe Shop Apprentice team of
Newton, Kansas, and the team of Com
pany F of the National Guard. The
visitors carried off the game by a
final score of 22 to 19. The second
part of the game resolved itself much
into a rough and tumble contest. Ed
Bair is the captain of the Newton
team, the other members being R, A.
Vogel, J. F. Carson, R. Mullins, C. F.
Doehring, M. Donaldson, B. Stewart,
B. Hand and J, Nicoll.
The Com

Young Duran, who is to fight Young
Santa Fe on April 2,
has established hia training quarters
In the Plaza Park saloon on the soutb
side of the Plaza. Ha worked out yesterday afternoon before a large crowd
of fight fans, who were well pleased
with his Bhowlng. Duran has woa
every fight he has been in, and according to those who ttave been following Mm In his work, will be t'aa
victor in his next bout Beginning'
tonight Duran will train every evening at 7:30 o'clock and will charge
no admission.
Young Wolgast arrived Friday night
and has begun training in Tae room
west of the Lobby on Center street.
Las Vegas fight fans are interested In
this bout and expect it to be a scrap
from start to finish, as the two youngsters are out for each other's scalps.
The preliminaries have not been announced as yet, but Promoter Charles
O'Malley promises that they will he
first class and full of excitement.
Ad Wolgast of

ments have been concluded for the

first annual indoor athletio carnival
of the Sportsmen's Club of America,
which ia to be opened in the' Coliseum
tomorrow night and continued until
the 'end of the wees. ""The carnival
promises to be tlia biggest affair of Its
kind ever pulled off In Chicago. The
first four nights will fte largely preliminaries to the grand finale which
is to be held Saturday night Star
athletes from all over the middle west
are entered to compete in the athletic
events. In addition the program will
include competitions in boxing and
wrestling, fencing and revolver and
rifle shooting.
LAW IS UPHELD
Washington, March 23. The ten-howoman's labor law of Massachu-set- s
was upheld as constitutional today by the supreme court

ARRESTED FOR MURDER
Grand Junction, Colo., March 23.
T. D. Bowman, Dale Mitchell and
George Hughes, all prominent cattle- -

men in western Colorado, were arrested here today on an Indictment
charging them with the murder of
Peter Swanson, seven years ago.

Monday

Annual tournament of Upper Penin
sula Bowling Association opens at
Calumet, Mich.
Battling Levinsky vs. Bob Moha, 10
rounds, at Milwaukee.
Charlie White vs. Joe Azevedo, 10
rounds, at Racine, Wis.
Pal Moore vs. Young Brown, 10
don
rounds, at Rochester, N. Y.
Tuesday
French Oyster Beds Threatened.
First annual indoor athletic carnival
PortugueseviOysters, which, accord- of Sportmen's Club of America, at
ing to zoologists, do not even belong Chicago.
to the. properly called species of oysMike Gibbons vs.' Gua Christie, 10
ters, but to the gryphaea species, are
at Hudson, Wis.
rounds,
threatening to invade the French oysVs;' Eddie Johnson,
ter beds, and inasmuch as they are Clarence Ferris'
Colo
20
at
Pueblo,
rounds,
not the edible dish which the Freeh
Wednesday '
oyster makes, there is regret at the
prospect. The more robust Portuguese
Opening of annual Tench show of
oysters some time ago supplanted the Chicago Kennel club, at Chicago.
native oysters in the regioa of Arca- Friday
chon and are likewise attacking the
Tournament for National A. A. TJ.
Marennes oysters that are so highly
championships opens" in Chi
appreciated. At first it was thought wrestling
becago.
the danger was limited, as it was
"
Intercollegiate wrestling championlieved the southern gryphaea 'could
not become acclimatized on the Brit ships at University of Pennsylvania.
Annual indoor athletic meet of the
tany coasts. Now, however, it has
been shown that the Portuguese oys Western intercollegiate conference at
ters can very well live on the Brit Evanston.'
threatening
tany coasts and they--arSaturday
to gradually take the place of the
boat race
Annual
oyster of Caucale that have a much
In Engbetter, taste and are more appreciated. on the Thames river course
land.
Opening of ?nnual united north
Culd Not Enforce Uniform.
south golf tournament at Pine- and
was attempted
In 1808,
.
in London of a league of housewives hurst, N. C.
.
Annual tournament for New Eng
pledged to engage only servants who
would undertake to wear a uniform land amateur boxing champion ships,
In the preliminary manifesto it waa at Boston.
also proposed to prohibit servants
Cornell Michigan dual indoor track
from wearing "superfluities, such as
field meet, at Ann Arbor, Mich.
id
buckles
oi
flowers, feathers, brooches,
clasps, earrings, lockets, neck ribbons,
and velvets, kid gloves, sashes, jackets.
BEATEN ....
Garibaldis, trimmings on dresses,
CAHPENTIER 1
crinolines or steel of. any kind. "On
tout
March 23. In a
Parid,
her Sunday out p. servant was to as ere
Joe .Jeannette,
night
.Saturday
sume "a neat alpaca dress," linen col
lars and cuffs, black apron, blacl the American heavyweight pugilist,on the decision over George Carpenshawl, straw bonnet bound round with
ribbons, thread or cotton gloves, small tier, the French champion, on points.
cotton umbrella to keep oil the sun Jeannette carried the f'ht to his opand rain." The costume was to be ponent throughout, md piled up a
diversified in cold weather by a
good lead in the opening rounds,
dress and a shepherd's plaid
hlcb. were mail o J bv almost
shawl. This extraordinary senea
met
Ca.rpent.ier
found very few supporters and had t
w negro's rushes cleverly, and put
be abandoned.
d
f t. -r
l a eplend.d
of several
ad a shade me
Patrick Henry's Great Speech.
Hinds, but ecu:'
Patrick Henry's Immortal speech,
nt It vy
In which he used the words "Give me
ml of the An
f
delivme
or
was
the
give
death,"
incites in
liberty
ered not at "WiHiumhburg, but in obi
....-era Btar-'-- r
St. John's church at Richmond, beon more than
fore the essembly of Uie eecond Vir
plied the Tv
giiiian convention of deieguLc;, is
v.oa
the moie i
The fatiMitiB sjieecb
Marcb, 1775.
was not written, and ea tthorthand re- riliy large erov
of csrpentier, v
porters were nomewhat ocarca
days, we have only watches oi the French
the great oration, which iaiaort!t5lr.
illBftppoiuUiif tit v
Henry and tot the colonl-- ou Ct.
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JOEL HUXMAN
Washington, D.C.
"Tuxedo is a good, wholesome
tobacco, With a mildness and fra-

grance all its own. Il adds many
degrees to my pipe pleasure."

'

V

...

p
f .

actually soothes the nerves. It
enough to keep your nervous
in
system
poise, your muscles in tone. Unother
like,
tobaccos, Tuxedo burns cool and
slow. There cannot be a speck of irritation
in a pound of Tuxedo.
Great singers smoke Tuxedo just before
a performance. --"Public speakers testify cr
to its soothing influence. Doctors recommend it to smokers whose throats are delicate.

TUXEDO

proprletor"Hrvey's"

Oxford-Cambrid-

'3

ft

v.

1

1

m'

The Perfect Tobacco for

en i C

',--s

. -

The secret of its superiority is the un:r :
"Tuxedo Process - by which all the unpk' ant features are eliminated from tobaccc.
Another reason is that Tuxedo is mr.
from the best jbbacco ' grown the :c!;g-- ;
mildest, mellowest leaves cf the H
:
;'
grade Burley tobacco.
--

L. S. BROWN
General Atrent of the Southern Railway
at Washington

" Tuxedo has gamed and
'

main-tam-

ed

a high reputation for superilis coolness, mildness, and

ority.
genuine soothing qualities are

rivalled."
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Tuxedo is widely imitated but no ether
facturcrhas succeeded in
making a tobacco as
as Tuxedo- Go t:
tfxi.iy ru:d

lin-se-

1
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Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We'pay 4
per cent on Satbj-- j
counts, on ChecLicj Accounts 2 per cest
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EAST LAS VEGASN. M.
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Set Them

the

CEO. II. BUNKER. Vice Pres
CECILfO ROSEN WALD, Secretary

Liberal (o its customers yei conservative in its raanaement the

In the boxball tournament with St.
George, Kas., at the Y. M. C. A. Sat
urday night, the Las Vegas teams,
both men and ladies, were defeated by
a small margin. The men seemed to
have; hard luck in, their fowling and
rolled poorer than they have for some
time. There were no high scores. In
fact, most of the time the total came
under the 200 mark, which is unusually low for the locals. ;
The ladies' defeat was not due to
poor rolling on their part but to the
exceptionally good bowling of the
Kansas team. The ladies lost by 235
pins and the men by 50 pins. On
grand total Las Vegas lost by 285
pins.
This makes the two teams even, as
Las Vegas won the first game. Tuesday night the third game of the series
will be rolled and the "Y" teams are
going in to win.
The scores for Saturday night are
as follows: St George, ladles, 1,912;
men, 3,082. Total, 5,004.
;
Laa Vegas Y. M. C. A.
130 122 113
LEFT THE PRINCIPAL' BEHIND Miss Hays

having lost their nearest relative, prepared to bury him with a due accom
paniment of lamentations and baked
meats. All was prepared, with the
certain subdued festivity that marks
such occasions in the north. The
churchyard was some miles away, and
it was agreed that the whole family,
together with the coffin, were to be
conveyed to the "burying in a large
hired 'bus. By degrees the 'bus be
gan to "play lead" in the imagina
tions of all concerned.
It usurped the principal place in the
coming drama, to the exclusion of the
rightful player of the part. When
the eventful day arrived the family
bestowed themselves within its re
cesses in splendid, if solemn, triumph.
The vehicle moved away, and had
proceeded a little distance down the
road when its progress was checked
by the headlong pursuit of the family
servant, waving and calling incoher
ently. Hurrying and gasping she over
took the surprised mourners, and
then her errand was revealed in the
pithy sentences, "Yo mun turn back!
Yo've forgotten th' corpse!"
And so, it appeared, they had. Lon-

JOHN W. OABRIS, Pres

GAME

STORY OXFORD GiRL'S EXPERI- Mrs. iLeNoir
ENCES IS TOLD BY A
Burial Party Entirely Forgot the Most Miss Myers
LAWYER
i
Miss Greenberger
Important Part; of the
Funeral Cortege:
Miss Gerard
Chicago, March 23. Virginia Ford,
To the northerner, only an en
daughter of W. H. Ford, city engineer
turns in dismay
of Philadelphia and reputed heiress of feebled imagination
Total, 1,677.
from the story of the family,1 who

the large estate of her grandmother,
Mrs. Harriet L.: Janney of Philadel
phia, arrived in Portland, Ore., today
after a stormy visit to Chicago. While
here the child played in court and
made friends with bailiffs and police
men during a legal battle by Ford
and Mrs. Janney for the custody of
the Infant. The little girl fled from
Chicago wrapped in a blanket by way
of a hotel dumb waiter and down a
fire escape, carried in the arms of
Mrs. Janney's lawyer.
When word of Mrs. Janney's arrival
with Virginia In Portland was received here today by Charles E. Erbstein,
her counsel here in the court proceedings ., with Ford, Erbstein told of the
escape.
Ford had been divorced from Mrs.
Ford In Portland. When Virginia
was on her way west with her grand
mother Ford telegraphed the Chicago
police to hold Mrs. Janney as a
and rushed here to get posses
Mrs. Janney was
sion of "his child
freed from that charge and Immediate
ly 'Ford asked for a writ of habeas
corpus for Virginia. Erbstein, hurried
to Mrs. ffanney's hotel In a taxicaJb.
Mrs: Janney waB eating luncheon in
the dining room. The bahy was on
the floor in her room playing with a
toy bear. The bear was all that process servers found when they entered
the room almost on Erbstein's heels.
Seizing the child the lawyer wrapped her in a blanket and went down
the Are escape with her, sending a
maid for Mrs. Janney. Erbstein, fearing to use the stairs, went down in a
dumb waiter to an alley entrance,
where he sent a boy for a cab.
Mrs. Janney left the table without
finishing her meal or going upstairs
for her baggage, and met Erbstein and
the aby at the station, where they
got on the first train out.
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ST. GEORGE TOOK

Magazine Cites Authorities in Defense
of Grammar for Which It

,

Mix the Breakfast Biscut

i

AND THE BIBLE

When some of our editorial friends
around the country were gunning for
us, they spoke scornfully because the
editor of this erudite weekly said "you
are a man who do" Instead of "a man
who does," we came back at them with
quotations from Carlyle, Longfellow
and Macaulay. As some have not been
satisfied with these writers, we now
offer them II Chronicles, 20:7:
"Art thou not our God, who didst
drive out the inhabitants of this land
before thy people Israel, and gavest it
to the seed of Abraham thy friend forever?"
Probably most of them will admit
that the King James version of the
Bible is written in fairly good English-ThBrooklyn Eagle calls our construction "Damaged Goods in English." It
observes that the third person is closer
to the pronoun and hence the Jar to
the ear when the verb comes along
NEW COLLECTOR NAMED
In the second person. However, it
President
23.
Marcn
Washington
Wilson today nominated George E. admits that the personal pronoun has
in this instance for antecedent a choice
Hosmer of Fort Morgan, Colo., to be of
subjects, one in the second and ine
collector of customs for Colorado.
in the third person. It seems that we
Postmasters: Texas W. D. Mc- - are free to use our own ear and find
Christy, Brownwood; ,'J. H. Wash- out whether it is Jarred or not. As a
matter of fact, it is not a matter of ear
burn e, Port Arthur.
so much as of visual imagination that
caused us to choose the form that
raises, the image of the person spoken
to- instead of the indistinct image of
HERE'S A PLOT FOR a iman in general, and when it comes
to' ear and visual imagination the
Bibte," Carlyle, Macaulay and Long-- i
can probably stagger along.
A MODERN NOVEL fellow
......
;
Harper's Weekly,

1
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GO LUM
RATES') TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

CHAPMAN

w

,J

cent per line each Insertion.
3
rM'w
Estimate alx ordinary words to line.
Wsea- 'Jt ilar conclave
Helen Jane is so sentimental.
No ad to occupy less space than two
In
ecn
mentk
at Ma
ilay
'
When her dog died, she wrote a coupAll advertisement
line
charged let about
T:30
sonic
at
m.
Dr. H.
Temple
p.
it
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, H C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Grace Doggerel, I suppose.
without regard to number of words.
Helen I suppose so. Anyway, she corder.
Cash In advlnc preferred
wrote it on a piece of bark and had
It framed in dogwood.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY

o
o
o
o

REALISTIC

40

Regular con
vocation first Monday In
"3
each month at Masonic

"

NUMIEK,

MAIN

I.

o

No.
No.
No.
No.

. 1:10

LODGE NO

wvwwiaw

Office

c

1.

t Will
Done Quickly and

Rightly

strong

cockerels.

May-hatche-d

I.

BABY CHICKS, 10c. Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os
age City, Kansas.

o
o
o
o
o

()
C)

o

()
()
r
THs

FOR

SALE Five passenger touring
car, also my black driving mare,
buggy and harness. Ben Coles,

Fop Stsist
FOR RENT Furnished house.
Main 230.

Phone

Her Father Have you and Ned
quarreled?
His Daughter I should say not My
birthday is next month.
SEVERE

A

SYSTEM

Modern furnished rooms
with board 5 desired. 710 Grand,

FOR RENT

-i-

HUNKER & HUNKER
Qeorge A. Hunker. Chester A. Hitakw
Attorneys-at-La- w

Las Vegas,

New Max!

DR. F.

c

It

o
V.

J

()

General

(V

(

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

,1

giving you

way when you
learn how Much

Belter EMPRESS

FLOUR rcalb

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
V
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD
1
S ILVER

J

s

WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj

ove at Woodmen of the World hall
n the second and fourth Mondays oi
;aeh month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
onsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Tisitini
Montague, Local Deputy.
aembers are especially welcoae anfl
ordlally Invited.
--

I

PLATE

J

BEAUTIFUL

I FRENCH- 1REY (STER
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS'

V

can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL, GROCERS

lbs, or

Mors, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1JQQ9 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 203 l&e., Each Delivery
Less than 69 lbs. Each Delivery

"

CO

C00SE LIKE

Scalp
Treatment, Facial Mrssags, Man!-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Veg:i3 123
Office Hours: 1:30 p. in. to 3:30 p. m.

AGUA

.......t9e
....... ...25

psr

..w..30o
.........

TUBA. COMPANY'

Harvesters, Btorers, amd Distributors ef Natiral Ice, the raHtx C3
Lasting Qualities oi Wnlern Eave Made Las Vesas JaffiOT.
OFFICE 701' DOUGLAS AVENUE

"13
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Made by
MAN PROCESS

1,000 lbs.,
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is.

GER-

VIODERN

1,000

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Massage. Hair and

J)

'

a present for doing something
you "d do any

E. ROSENWALD LODGE'NO. S41
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue

B.

Visitor So Deadwood has lost sev
eral of its prominent citizens since I
was here before.
iJad rete
,es; mere nas oeen a
23 Years Practical Experience.
good deal of gun play lately.
Visitor I suppose it's the old story
E. A. JONE3
W. W. BOWERS.
of the survival of the fittest?
Bad Pete Not out here. It's the
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles survival of the quickest.
S

f you use

EETAIL P1IGES

HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
;
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main
East Las Tegas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWER-

m at

EMPRESS
FLOUR

NIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
'ioneer . building.
Visiting members
ire cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
K.; Frank Angel, V. 8.

ATTOKNEY8

ll

c

PHONE MAIN '2

s.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

day of the month in the vestry roonu
jf Temple Montefiore at i o'clock 6
n. Visitine brothers are cordially In
'ited. Isaac Appel. President: Charle
Treenclay, Secretary.

.

"B

WlilinilltlHiHIUlLLI

or lUUl

Meets second anr
fourth Thursday
evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitln?
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 7
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

m

a

m....,

m

L. O. O. MOOSE

C.

a
a

i.

Depart
1:35 p.
6:40 a. m
4:30 p. &
7:00 i. a

m....

For

,W. Wesner.

2:00

m....

6:35 a.
. 4:20 p.
. 6:35 p.
.

iilU

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Vlsitiiur brothers
are cordially invited. Got. Wm. J.
WANTED Elderly lady to stay with
Yes, and when I was about Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
Percy
Mrs. S. E. Mills. Call 1119 Eleventh to be overtaken
by the murdering ban Secretary.
street.
dits I came to the very edge of the
yawning chasm and
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
Peggy Why, how absurdly natural
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
of the chasm.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
NOT QUITE SO FOOLISH
SALE Household
FOR
furniture.
month at 8 p.m. Visiting Knights and
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ;
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
the stay at
eggs, 30 cents each;
908 Jackson' avenue; Z. W. "Montague,
home kind. Phone Purple 6623
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.

a

11:59 p. m
2:30 a.

p. m
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Mra-

Depart
7:45 p.

Arrive

.

c

I
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o
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u. E.in.s
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7:20 p'. m.....
.11:54 p. m....
. 2:25 a. m.....
. 1:35 p. m
West Bound

No,
No.
No.
No. 10.

a

Representative for our
firm, one that Is Interested in fruit
growing preferred, for our high
grado nursery stock. The Denver
Nursery Company, 4100 West 46th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

(

p.

Monday evenine at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
oretnren cordially Invited to attend
Frledenstlne, N. G.: A. T. Roeera
v. vi., i. in. jsawood,
Secretary; Karl
wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgcock.
cemetery Trustee.

WANTED

c
c

7:S0 p. m.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
4. Meets every

WaSSSSSSSM

c

k

at

East Bound
Arrive

Blood. Becretarr.

c

Ok1!
OPTIC

LOCAL TIME CARD

AL ARCH MASONS

INDEED

Temple

c

o

r9'H

'

c

z5

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

Five

oc

0

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Mti
102 Meets every Monday nigat
f
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aveni si
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wert, Pr
dia!ly welcome
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O. &
'
Baily, Treasurer.

LAS VEGA COMMANDERY, NO. t,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- -

C)

'I he Ootic

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

munication first and
in
third Thursday
ach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
PROCEEDINGS

(Continued From Saturday)
Approaches Villanueva Bridge.
The County Engineer, George E.
Morrison, Esq., having given notice to
the Board that it will he necessary to
purchase certain small pieces of land
in order to 'huild the proper road way
and approaches to the Villanueva
Bridge, within Sau Miguel County ,and
now presenting a description of the
lands to 'he acquired for Buch purposes, the same being as follows,
t:

DESCRIPTION OF 'LAND TO BE ACQUIRED FOR ROAD AND APPROACH TO THE STEEL BRIDGE
AT VILLANUEVA, N. M., FROM
DIONICIO GONZAUES:
Beginning at the east edge and on

of the pile bent bridge
over the Rio Pecos at Villanueva, N:
M., which is 260 feet from the west
bank of said river; thence westerly
along the center line of said bridge
prolonged and along old fence line
fcetween lands of Dionicio Gonzales
and Eutemio Gallegos, 800 feet to
northwest corner; thence southerly at
right angles to center line aforesaid
15 feet; thence easterly and parallel
to center line 800 feet; thence northerly 15 feet to place or beginning.
Prom Eutemio Gallegos: Beginninig
at the east edge and on the center
line of the pile bent bridge over the
Rio Pecos at Villanueva, N. M., which
is 260 fet from the west bank of said
river; thence westerly 800 feet along
the center line of sard bridge prolonged and along old fence between lands
of Dionicio Gonzales and Eutemio Gallegos to corner; thence southerly
along land of Dionicio Gonzales 15
feet; thence westerly 100 feet; thence
northerly 30 feet to corner; thence
easterly 900 feet and parallel to said
center line of bridge; thence southerly 15 feet to place of beginning.

the center line

Fulgencio C. De Baca, $10.00.
Peter P. Mackel, $30.00.
the Clerk is directed to pay said moneys over to the County Treasurer to
!e credited to the Court House and
Jail Fund of said County, aud that he
take proper receipt therefor.
Fiorentino Montoya Contract Bond.
Fiorentino Montoya, with whom the
County of San Miguel recently entered
into contract with for the building! of
approaches and the making of certain
earth fills at the Villanueva Bridge,
within said County, submitted his
bend under said contract in the sum
of $1,200.00 dated Sept 2nd, 1912, and
upon the reading and examination
thereof the same is approved and ordered filed in the office of the Clerk
for record.
J. P. Bonds.
Nestor Griego having been heretofore appointed Justice of the Peace
within and for Precinct No. 31, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, he now
presents his official bond and 'oath
as such, and the same being in due
form according to law, witn sufficient
securities thereon, it Is approved and
ordered filed for reeprd in the office
of the Clerk, viz:
No. 90, Nestor Griego, Precinct 31,

J.

P.

Reports, Receipts, etc.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been submitted to the Board,
upon the examination thereof and a
motion duly made, the same is approved and ordered filed in the
Clerk's Office,
Monthly report of Eugenlo Romero,
Treasurer and Collector, for September, 1913.
Statement of Liquor Licenses received by County Treasurer for Sept.,
to-wl-f.

1913, $192.00.

Statement of Poll Taxes received by
County Treasurer for September,

MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1914.

VEGAS DAILY 0P7IC,

No. 10196, Agua Pura Co., Water,
Oct., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund, $25.00.
No. 10197, Chas. O'Malley, Lamps,
Gen. Co. Fund, $5.40.
No. 10198, R. Gallegos, Sher., P. O.
Box rent, Gen. Co. Fund, $1.00,
No. 10199, R. Gallegos, Sheri., Ex.
tak. Nestor Sena tP Asylum, .jcn. Co.

of the opposing faction is Congress- the most advanced ideas of municipal the executive branch of the city govman Charles H. Burke. E. S. Johnson government ever proposed for any ernment. The charter provides for
the recall, the Initiative and referea
of Yankton, for many years the South city ia Ohio. It provides for the
of all municipal affairs by dum and
Dakota member of the national demprimary elecocratic committee, is the choice of the five commissioners with the aid of tions. It also establishes the eight-hou- r
day for all work done by the city
majority faction of the democratic a city, manager. The five commisparty for the seat of Senator Craw- sioners are to choose one of their or by contract The new charter if
ford. Governor Frank M. Byrne is a number as mayor and they also will adopted will become effective Junel.

candidate for renominatioa and has
been indorsed by the convention of
the majority faction of the republican
party. Other aspirants for the guber
natorial nomination are Henry B. An
derson, the choice of the minority faction of the republicans; R. O. Rich$3.00.
Pub.
Del
Voz
ards, who is out as an independent,
No. 10202, La
Pueblo,
Notices to taxpayers, Gen. Co. Fund, and J. W. McCader, democrat

Fund,

$3.00.

"

R. Gallegos, Sher., Ex.
tak. Sara G. de Romero, to Asylum,
Gen. Co. Fund, $3.0t.
No. 10201, R. Gallegos, Sher., Team
hire to open road, Gen. Co. Fund,
No. 10200

':'.',,

have the tower to appoint the city
auditor, city solicitor and city treasurer. Tha city manager will have
the appointment of the heads of all
departmenta and, will be in charge of
all the business now transacted by

11.70.
No. 10103, E. W. Hart, plans and SEEK CLEMENCY FOR MURDERER
Indianapolis, Ind., March 23. The
Spec. Schl. Bldg., Gen. Schl. Fund,

SMUGGLING

OPIUM

"VU WO. XiUt,t4.7L, TliV Vila. wV.J. i
trial today lief ore 'Sutler- jhiolr'
the United States district c i' Ti i
arrest of the 18 men n is lio
about through the effort j f pi
officers of the treasury department
United States Attorney John W. I'rf
who is conducting the prosecution, will endeavor to prove that tb s
defendants were members of a gigantic smuggling ring that has defraud.:.!:
the. government of hundreds of thousands of dollars during the pant fe-years.
..

-

TRIAL

CASE

San Francisco, March 23. Eighteen
customs officers ang others, whose
arrest on charges of conspiracy in
opium smuggling created a big sensa- -

'

state board of pardons, which met
-

$100.00.
(
No. 10204, M. F.

DesMarais, Salary, here todaiy for a session of several
Sept., Quar., 1913, Gen. SchL Fund, days, ia expected to receive and act
upon a petition for clemency in the
$375.00.
No- - 10205, E. Ind. Pub. Co., Pub. case of George Miller, one of four
Commrs. Proceedings, Gen. Co. Fund, men who were Involved in the murder of Mrs. Mary Nichols in this city
$67.35,
No. 10206, Optic Pub. Co., Bids five years ago. The murder was one
of the most brutal and revolting in
Kearney's Gap, Bridge Fund, $8.07.
No. 10207, Optic Pub. Co., 3 bookB the records of this county. The aged
marriage license, Gen. Co. Fund, victim and her gardener were at work
In a field near her home on the out
$24.00.
No. 10208, M. Danziger & Co., Shoes skirts of the city, The four men,
and Clothing for prisoners, Gen. Co. who were under the influence of
liquor, attacked the couple for the
Fund, $8.80.
No. 10209, Geo. E. Morrison, Ex- purpose of robbery. The gardener
pense Villanueva Bridge Ins., Bridge was gagged and tied, but the woman
made resistance and was clubbed to
Fund, $26.40.
No. 10210, Optio Pub. Co., Pub. Com- death. The proceeds of the robbery
missioners' Proceedings, Gen. Co. amounted to $7.50, which the four
men divided among themselves. All
Fund, $198.3L
No. 10211, M. A. Sanchez, Assr., four were convicted and sentenced to
Miller's friends
tife imprisonment
Postage, etc., Gen. Co. Fund, $2.2t).
No. 10212, Martin Delgado, Mdse. now ask clemency on the ground that
ha was but 19 years old when the
Co. Prisoners, Gen. Co. Fund, $7.80.
No. 10213, Optic Pub. Co., printing crime was committed and was influ
weighmaster's cert. den. Co. Fund, enced by his older companions.

SURPLUS

PAID IN

CAPITAL

$5O,CD0.

1100,000.00

C

'C"1-

Cv

-

A?

t, M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

$

f J.

st.''-

'

-

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewie, Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

irstXEDKEST

PAID ON

DEPOSITS

TIMES

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAT

kA

'

$5.50.
NO. 10214,

x

Gutierrez, Fees IRONTON WANTS NEW CHARTER
1913, $115.20.
Co.
$3.50.
as
Gen.
J.
Fund,
P..
Ironton, O., March 23. The city
Statement of Liquor Licenses colNo.
10215, William Whalen, Auto charter which is to be adopted or refor
lected by Roman Gallegos, Sheriff,
hire to Villanueva, Bridge Fund, jected by the voters of Ironton at the
September, 1913, $ajO.OO.
$15.00.
special election tomorrow embodies
GEORGE E. MORRISON.
Receipt No. 97 to Co. Treas. from
No. 10216, Mt States Tel. Co., Tel.
Las
of
H.
Treas.
C.
City
motion
Vegas,
Smith,
tnd upon
duly carried,
v
Court House and Jail, Gen. Co. Fund,
It is ordered by the Board that the and School District No. 2, $112.69.
''
$17.00.
98
Co.
to
from
the
No.
for
Treas.,,
Receipt
purchase of the above lands
Sta- Red
No.
Co.,
Cross
10217,
Drug
purpose mentioned for roads and ap- Martin Delgado, Treas., Town of Las
Co.
Gen.
Co.
Fund,
Clerk, etc.,
tionery
proaches to the Villanueva Bridge, be Vegas and School Districts 1 and 4, $12.50.
land.
said
$446.29.
of
Owners
and
the
made,
No. 10218, Optic Pub. Co., Pub, Not
Eutemio Galegos be allowed the' sum
Receipt No. 320 to Co. Treas., from
Sale Bonds, Schl. Dists. 10,21 and 97,
or purchase price of f 75.00, and Dion- State Treas., for Sept., 1913, 30O.5.
Gen. Schl. Fund, $30.90.
icio Gonzales the amount 'of $50.00,
Report of License Taxes by M. A
No. 10219, Ei Ind. Pub. Co., To cert.
above
for
as
Co.
lands
their
August,
for
Sanchez,
Assessor,
respectively
Schl., etc., Gen, Co.,
appointment
described and that upon the execution 1913, $623.75.
$14.50.
Fund,
M.
A.
Taxes
of
title
of
License
transfers
by
by
of the proper
Report
No. 10220, M. M. Padgett, Auto hire
said parties to the County of San Sanchez, Co. Assessor, for September,
Co. Commrs., Bridge Fund, $5.00,
by
to
issue
1913.
directed
$228.75..
Miguel, the Clerk is
H. Wagner,' Testi
No. 10221,
warrants upon the County Treasurer
Report of D. R Murray, J. P. let.
II.
J.
Watson, Gen. Co.
mony
inquest
no
amounts
1913,
No. 29, for Sept., Quarter
in settlement of the above
'$5.00.
Fund
'
fines collected.
set forth.
No. 10222, Lorenzo Delgado, Sal.
J. P. Precinct No. .
Inquest by D. R. Murray, J. P. Pet.
Quarter, Gen. Co. Fund,
Matias Portillos, Justice of the No. 29, as to the body of J. H. Nation. Clerk, 3rd
;
$250.00.'-No'.
dated
No?
10175
T,"wfthin the
Peace" of Precinct
Cancelled warrant
the
Board adjourned r.motion
Upon
County of San Miguel, State of New October 6, 1913, to Lorenzo Delgado,
to
of
the Chairman
call
the
subject
Mexico, having .presented his resig- $250.00.
thereof.
read'
the
such
as
Bills
officer, upon
nation
Approved:
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
The following accounts readered
ing and consideration thereof and a
DELGADO, Clerk.
Attest:
IXREN20.
exbeen
the
motion duly made,
County having
against
October
Weanesaay,
Session,
It is ordered by the Board that the amined and found correct, they are Special
D. 1913.
A.
15th,
the
Clerk
of
Matias
and
Portillos, now hereby approved,
said resignation
The Board met in special session
Justice of the Peace of Precinct 7, is directed to issue his several warto the call of the chairman
pursuant
in
New
Mexico, be, rants upon the Coupty Treasurer
San Miguel County,
thereof.
and the same is hereby accepted, and payment thereof,
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman,
No. 10173, J. M. Martinez, Rep.
the same ordered filed in the office
H. York, Co. Commissioner, Lor
John
Real
Camino
of the Clerk.
at
t
Jaramllloville,
bridge
enzo
Delgado, Cleii of th Board.
And Dionicio Sandoval having been Fund, $100.00.
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, Co.
recommended to be appointed Justice
No. 10174, J. M. Martinet. Rep.
of the peace of said Precinct No. 7 bridge at Jaramilloville, Camino Ileal Commissioner.
Bills Approved. of said County and State, upon a Fund, 0119.00.
'
The folowing accounts rendered
No. 10175, J. H. York, Com., Salary,
motion duly made,
the County ot San Miguel,
Dionagainst
1912,
It is orderd by the Board that
Sept., Quar., Gen. Co. Fund,
having been examined and found cor
',
icio Sandoval be, and he is now here- $200.00.
and
No. 10176, A. A. Gallegos, Com., rect the same are duly approved
by appointed Justice of the Peace of
Precinct No. 7, San Miguel County, Sal. and Mileage, Sept.," Quar., Gen. the Clerk is directed to issue warrants
respectively upon the Co. Treasurer
New Mexico, and he is directed to Co. Fund, $224.00.
Jan-itoin payment thereof,
Sal.
enter upon his duties of said office
G.
No. 10177, Jose
Lucero,
No. 10223, Fiorentino Montoya, Fill
Co.
Gen.
$40.00.
1913,
Fund,
upon filing his bond and takiing the
Sept,
Villanueva Bridge, Bridge Fund,at
4
as
oath required by law, notice of this
Salomon Ortiz,
janitor,
days
v
$300.00.
order to toe given by the Clerk.
Gen. Co. Fund, $5.32.
Road
TL J. Taupert,
10224.
Nn
Peco
No. 10180, Fidel Ortiz, Sal. Co. Com.,
ApproachesBridge.
Board, road work. Gen. Road, $750.00.
A deed having been submitted to Gen. Co. Fund, $200.00.
Upon motion the Board adjourned
the Board from Jose Varela, deeding
No. 10181, E. B.' Underwood, Labor
to the call of the Chairman
Mito
subject
the
of
$26.25.
land
San
Road
G.
Mora
on
cgrtain
Fund,
County
Road,
thereof.
No. 10182, E. B. Underwood, Labor
guel, for the purpose of building roads
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
and approaches to the Pecos Bridge, on Mora Road, G. Road) Fund, $23.00.
DELGADO, Clerk
LORENZO
within said County, and upon the readNo. 10183, Ajdelaido Tafoya, jSal. Attest:
Co.
thereof
examination
the
Clerk Pro. Judge, Sept., Quar., Gen.
ing and
PROPOSALS
is directed ta return said instrument Fund, $150.00.
Co.
Proposals for furnishing the Pueblo
to the said Jose Varela, with Instruc
No. 10184, Amador Ulibarri, Sal.
tions to more clearly describe the Jailer. Sent. 1913, Gen. Co. tuna, Indian 'Agency with twenty (20) pure
bred, or approximately pure bred,
property conveyed for the above pur- $75.00.
as
ffencribed
Sal.
in
said
land
the
yearling Hereford Bulls will be
poses,
No. 10185, Ricardo Ulibarri,
von at tli a office of Sunt. P. i.
instrument b'eing vague and Indefinite Jail Guard, Sept., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund,
508 West Silver avenue, Al
Lonergan,
as to the boundaries thereoof.
$50.00.
N. Mex., up to and includ
Bridge Contracts:
No. 10186, R. Gallegos, Sher., Board, bunuerque,
State price at
31, 1914.
March
E.
Fund
Co.
ing
The County Engineer, George
Prisoners, Sept., 1913, Gen.
also f. o. b.
and
to
submitted
point
shipping
having
$182.00.
Morrison, Esq.,
R. GaleizoB. Sher.. Fuel. Sept., 1913,
the State Engineer, of Santa Fa. New
Mexico, both the contracts heretofore $25.00.
No. 10188,' Destderio C. De Baca, In- Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
awarded to the Missouri Valley Bridge
iao-in- t
For constipation, Chamberlains mild
& Iron Co., for the construction of specting boiler,. C. 11., C. and J. Fund,
to take,
wTA excelelnt.
Easy
two bridges, one over the Gallinas $4.25.
in effect. Give them a trial
and
No. 10189, L. V.' Light &. Power Co For gentle
river between Las Vegas and the City
sale by all dealers aqv.
of Las Vegas, aud one at Kearney's Lights at Bridge aud C. II., Gen, Co,
PRIMARY IN SOUTH DOKOTA
Gap, within San Miguel County, and Fud, $38.35.
said State Engineer having approved
Mitchell. S. D., March 23 Closing
No. 10190, James Saxton, Making 4
euca contracts, as required by law, keys, C H., Gen. Co. Fund, $1.60
a spirited campaign in which the chief
the Clerk is directed to file such con
No. 10191. Feline Lopez, Int. Pro. interest has centered in the contest
tracts for record, and deliver copies Ct 2nd. and 3rd. Qar., Ken. Co. of the republican factions for United
thereof to the said Missouri Valley Fund, $30.00.
States senator and for governor, the
No. 1912, James Saxton, Sign on voters of South Dakota will go to the
Bridge & Iron Company.
C. H. Sewer Payments:
Treas. Door. etc.. C. and J. Fund polls tomorrow to express their prefThe following payments having $10.00.
erence1 for nation, state and county
been made to the Clerk of this Board
No. 10193, Pedro Oardmio, Fees as officers, to be voted for at the
in settement of costs assessed forth J. P., Gen. Co. Fund,
election. Irottd Static niatoi (no
building of cess pools at the east end
No. 10194, Felix G. y Garcia, Fees I. Craw fold is a r md a ' tor ie-- i ' '
or outlet of t: Court House Sewer, as J. P., Gen. Co. Fund, $3.50.
tion and is support ea by the prosres-v- e
to wit:
n r r
wins' f? t'i ic i )'
No. 10195, Red Cross Drug Co., RegM. Dansiger & Co., $1;,.(10.
isters for Schl. Supl, Gen. SeM, Fund, posed to li ti . the m nil ni 1' in
Felix

Office with the San Miguel National'Ikck
WM. Q. HAYDON
B. W. KELLY
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One of the now style
chair himself had shot the rancher with a
cars of tlie
Fe passed through pistol.
here this afternoon on train No. 1.
The broad inference that Benton
was stabbed is regarded as especially
Harry Haskell has resumed his significant in connection with other
work in the ticket office of the Santa information here secured by friends
Fe, having returned from his vacation. who investigated the affair, and found
that Benton was stabbed by one of
Letters have been received from Villa's officers, who is expected to be
Salt Lake City and Denver telling of tried for the crime. Consar Perceval's
the Pathe's Weekly which shows the report also states that Benton went to
views of Las Vegas and the surround- Villa unarmed and to protest against
ing country visiting those cities. This the theft of his cattle, and that findfilm is expected here next Friday.
ing agrees with the contentions of
Benton's friends.
The combined Sells Floto and Buffalo Bill circus will arrive here to:
morrow morning from Denver and re- JUDGES FIRED UPON
main here for five or six hours to
feed the horses and other animals
BY
The show is on the way to Albuquer
que. As this is vacation week for the
children of the city schools, there unIN
EXCITEMENT
PARIS , IS IN-- "
doubtedly will be a large crowd of
CREASED BY ANOTHER AT.
"kids" at the station to welcome this
TEMPTED KILLING ..
herald of the coming summer.
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LOCAL NEWS

JUST UNLOADED

j

ANOTHER. CAR. OF THOSE FANCY
DELICIOUS

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

NAVEL ORANGES

A. A. Moloney is walking around on
crutches, due to a severe attack of
rheumatism.

IT PAYS

:'j

TO CUY

mn

By the Dox
U
By the Half Box
'i By the Dozen

)Y

o

COX

For Sale Columbus electric, four
passenger coupe, 1913 model. Almost
new. A. T. Rogers, Jr.

.'.33.50
.....S1.90
20 to 60c

;!

For Sale Haynea

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, ajed
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

de:o;.'stiation of
FOOD DELICACIES
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Beech-N-
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BLAUKE
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

i

for the Inspection, young woman's friends suspect an en
gagement, and say it would be easy
BanyH twill hold three drills this to furnish the manie of the fortunate
weak."' The membership of the com' young man.
pany" Is' Increasing rapidly.
FIRE AT LUJAN'S
Ir. Frank H. H. Roberts, the presi baturaay nigint at 8: $5 o clock an
dent of the Normal, who has' been 'irf- alarm of fire was turned In from the
disposed for the pat:W&iweei&"w1tfc Alfredo Lujan: house at the corner' of
an attack of ptomame' poisoning, '"was Twelfth street and Lincoln avenue.
able to be at his office this morning.
Both the East Las Vegas and the B.
.Romero Hose companies responded,
Tonight at the Y. M. C. A. the and through their work the blaze was
scrubs will bowl the first team of the quickly
extinguished. The fire was
association. Owing 'to the many re caused
an overheated stove which
by
cent defeats of the first " team the burned a hole in the floor and dropscrubs are confident that they will ped
through under the house. No one
put one over on the regulars. .
was at home at the time and it was
not until smoke was seen pouring
The Modern Woodmen of America
from the doors and windows that the
will hold their regular meeting to fire was
discovered.
night. There will be several candiMost of the damage was done by
dates for adoption, and other Import the water, which froze as soon as it
ant business to transact. It is imfell, and not by the fire. The building
portant that every member be present is owned by the First National bank
at this sessiorii' ;
and the loss is estimated at $500. The
building was covered with insurance
Cruz Segura,' formerly janitor at the
ample enough to pay all thedamages.
court house and one of the best gar
Lujan is loser the value of his furni
deners and caretakers for lawns In ture.
the city, has secured a position with
the Las Vegas hospital. Mr. Segura
likely will remain in the employ of BISHOP IIOWOEN 1IMES
the hospital permanently, as "he is
valuable man.
who
will box
Young "Wolgast,
Young Duran here on April 3, says
he is after the goat of Benny Chavez.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Wolgast says if he can defeat Duran
he will be In a position to demand a
bout with Chavez. He says he will
give Duran a whipping that that gen
tleman will not soon forget.
James P. Lynch, Ji. M. Larsen and
George A. Fleming spent yesterday at
El Porvenir, visiting the mines of the
Romero Mining company. Mr. Lynch
and Mr. Larsen are Interested in mines

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

and are looking over the prospects of
good ore In this part of the country,
with a prospect of investing.
Three Packard cars passed through
hero yesterday en ronte to the Pacific
coast They were equipped with English patent rims affil wire ''wheels.
These cars were sent out by the Pack
ard company to give the wire wheels
a thorough test preparatory to their
installation upon all Packard cars.

WHEN YOU CUTTHE

cake:

V

vJ II.

I

'Jk

made with our Fure Quill
flour you will be surprised at
Its lightness and., .beautiful
sj
appearance. You .. will .Jb
delighted "with its flavor. For
tho UB8 of our flour Insures
a good bating. Try a sack
today and you'll be a regular
customer hereafter.

nous
She Las Jertas' Roller Mills

4,'

For all of its coming in like a lamb
March showed the lion 'rirtt rather
early when a emaU sized blizzard
struck Las Vegas Saturday night. The
thermometer dropped to 5 above zero
and hovered there an night, much to
the1 difeguat of early risers and those
whd!,build the fires. Yesterday,- contrary to expectations, turned out to
be as beautiful a spring day as any
one could uesire, tne temperature
creeping up to 55 'jegrees.

We also

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SOIUEIN THE CITY

i

At

fettla

It3 L'X3 of Ca Csst cf Evcrvil::

7cdncsdcxys and Saturdays

suit in
the district court for a divorce from
The
her husband, James Black,
Blacks, as their name would imply,
are colored folk. ' Mrs. Black alleges
that her husband has failed to support her end their three children for
the past several months, though he is
porter for tho Commercial club "and
makes a salary of $50 a month. Mrs.
Blacks asks the custody of tho couple's children, Bula, Freeman and
.luanita.

the
to prevent
' "'
so
strations.
v
Madame Caillaux protested today
when Bhe noticed some photographers.
stationed near the room where-t- he
magistrate is conducting his investi
gations into the crime. She hid her
face jijher, m,uff , and later the pho- tograjihcrawara expelled from the
building, rrAt!! th&ihearing Mme. Cail
laux was confronted by Princess De
Mesagne-Estraderwho had been
called in connection with the prison
er's claim that she had shot M. Cal
mette to prevent the publication of
private letters.
Shot at 'judges
Three shots from a revolver were
fired at the judges sitting in the sixth
chamber of the palace of justice today
by a woman whose identitp was not
established. The authorities, after her
arrest, declared that the woman ap
parently was mentally unbalanced.

;

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK
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To make room for our
1914 Hoosier line to arrive soon in our bij Spring
Car of Furniture, we have
made terrific cuts in our
present stock. You can
save many dollars on a
Hoosier now.

!l

.

J

J

PEEJIlSSiON

The Hoosier
Special Siuc-- i .Miles of fetcps
for Tirod Feet.
-

Our easy payment plan of a few dollars down and a
few dollars each month will apply at these reduced
prices.
Same price cash or credit.
Our stock is limited so come early, if you would get a

Hoosier at these reduced prices on easy payments.

J.

C. JOHNSEN

m.

SO

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

For ths best cn t!i3 market today 5ee us.
Milter
or plain thread. HlcheSin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
AM- -

'ALL

.

,
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Tho Las
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WAS STAGED

A REBEL

AMENDMENT

Washington, March 23, iAnother
amendment to the administration ru
dlum bill offered today by Senator
Sutherland would authorize the president to prohibit exportation of radium
ores whenever he believed the American supply was threatened. It would
supplant the proposal of the mines
committee that the government have

CFFICEII

NEW INFORMATION
RECEIVED
DC. ATM
OF
REGARDING
ENGLISH SUiSJCC- T-

Consul

,

j

i

BY

F01

LAS VEGAS

HOLD UP WAGES

f--

Virgillne Mitchell, Miss Ollie Audrey
Burns, Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder, Elmer
E. Veeder, Herbert W. Gehring, Orrin
Elmer Blood and Dr. R.
McClana--

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

e,

Washington, March 23. Organiza
tion of the mechanical forces of the
Panama canal zone to resist reduc
tions in the present rates of pay have
been brought to the attention of the
officials here. It was said at the
canal commission offices, however,
that there was no danger of interference with the completion of the canal
FUST OFFICIAL VISIT because a provision in the urgent defi""-- 1
ciency appropriation bill continues the
v.
present rates of pay until the waterEPISCOPAL
PRELATE CONFIRMS way is finished. While the canal may
CLASS OF 18 AT ST.
be open to commercial traffic under
PAUL'S CHURCH
certain limitations within
three
months, a great deal of work
The Rt. Rev. F. B. Howden, bishop will remain to be done before the
of the Episcopal missionary district canal can be said to be
actually finish' ;"
of New Mexico, made his first official ed.
."
visit to St. Paul's parish yesterday
The new Panama canal act provides
and confirmed a class of 18 candi- that employes in the zone may be
paid
dates, who had been prepared for the not to exceed 25 per cent more than
rite by the pastor, Rev, J. S. Moore. the wages current In " the United
The bishop, who is a highly educated States. It is estimated the
present
and intensely earnest man, preached scale is from 40 to 50
per cent high
an interesting sermon and spoke er than in this
country.
words of encouragement and advice
to the people of the parish. Espec
NO INQUIRY TODAY
ially pretty music was provided for
Washington, March 23. The senate
the occasion by the choir of the
lobby committee postponed until t
;
church.
morrow further Inquiry into the allegThose w.ho received the rite of con ed activities of C. W.
DeKnight, a
firmation were' Claude Lewis, John.
Washington lawyer,1' in connection
Raymond Lewis, William Frederick with the passage of the Panama tolls
Moore, Richard James Noyes, Henry law.
Caldwell
Archibald, Miss Frances
Ford Myers, Miss Lorine Fort Lowry,
Miss Grace Augusta, Lord, Miss Hazel
II TOO LAT5,3rO,CUlSSIFY
" "
mil'.1.1"
"MAmm11-u1Effie Webb, Mis8 Elizabeth Susaa
Experienced salesladies.
West, Mrs, Harriet E. Kearney, Mrs. WANTED
Apply The Golden Rule Store, .VeedMarjorie !1. Strickfadni, Miss Nellie

23. British
Washington, March
Perceval's official report on
the lulling of William S. Benton at
Juarez, received at tho mhah'iay hero
today, says "no pibU.l k'kiIs" were
fired in the fight wliich ended in the
ranchman's" death, leaving the inference that he was stabbed.
Consul Perceval's report was the
VALLT A N D CESSPOOL
result of his investigation conducted
at the order ot Sir C f.
j
the British ambassador. It does not
make any definite charge as to the
Tl.',-:c,:siririfj work dune
manner of Benton's death, further
j will please call on or phone
j
than to establish that it was not by
fTfM'tin?, as wai fav.t paid ly Villa,
;
W.
A.
j
Patterson,
"Who
I
j
explained tl-- it the r. : ".hman
l.gs Vcis f r;j nsfcr f!n. Jj had bei'ii eor-- fl
"1Vmh1
hy a
r.?l Sixth S'nvt
Ptmne Kiln 43
after ro'.tt r, riiui, tv
rt Bun
ion ci U'i
cUdix' J t "t Vila

CLEANING

S

'
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ANOTHER
Mrs. Ada Black has filed

carry

.

which la Scheduled for April 1, Con

our customers will: have the opportunity
to taste the well known Beech-u- t
Deji-- j
We
cixcies.
invite everyoneto come and
get evcqueJnted with these products.

p).

Household furniture,

il

LIVEEY said REPAIRING

111 ALL' REPAIR WORE
GUARANTEED

Paris, March 23. Tbg reappearance
A good looking young lady who re
before the investigating magistrate of
sides and is employed on the West
The reading circle of the Sisterhood side kept her left hand behind her Madame Caillaux, assassin of Gaston
Calmette, aroused great interest In
of Temple Montefiore will not hold back while
talking to. a representative
its regular meeting this week. Furth- of The Optic. The hand is said to Paris today. She was taken from the
er announcement will be made regard- be ornamented with a handsome soli Saint Lazare prison to the palace of
of
ing the circle later. ;
taire diamond, which made Its appear justice in custody of a number
ance yesterday. Quite a few of the detectives. Strong guards were placed
near
law court
demon-

ALL THIS WEEK

I

Bale

new. Call between 10 a. m. and 4
p. m. Wells Fargo building.
Room
36. W, C. Dennis.

Peanut Butter

ii

auto-

mobile, good as new, modern equipments. Phone Alain 115 or 297. Adv.

AUTOMOBILE

iviiece time

prior rights of purchase of ores mined
from public lands, an.l begin manufacturing radium at a federal plant
Chairman Walsh of the committee-whicdrafted the bill announced that
he would attempt to bring the measure
up tomorrow and have it promptly
Recent information from
passed.
Colorado and Utah, he said, showed a
private race for radium land.

mwm

There is Safety in a ootl
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
r?f. itAtion every watch that
"''!:-out f our st ore,

If it may be tfriiie'

stiesce
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ths
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tlie grout'st liumbcr
prttivH buyers. To reach this
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